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Volume XCIV
It's Official!
- Last Friday, October 7, Dr. .;
- Henry J. Copeland was in-augura- ted
as the ninth PresH:
dent of the College of Woos-""- -
ter. The inauguration capped a
week of speeches, meetings.- -.
and cultural events. .
Following the academic
procession of faculty, adminis-
trators, and selected students,?
- Rev. Gordon Stewart delivered
the invocation, urging the
large audience to "wade in
deep water," to seek" a place ;
apart"
SGA President Dean Walk-
er, who read Psalm 90 was
followed in the Inaugural pro-
gram by , renowned , poet
Denise Levertov, who read
one of her works,-"- A " Tree
Telling .of Orpheus." "
Levertov, a native of Great
Britain who participated in last
.
year's Bicentennial by reading
. her works in Buckingham Pal-
ace, .was "described by In--
.
augural moderator Carolyn G.
Dix: "Hep-sensitivit- y to joy and
".: pain in life today endears her
to students." ...
,: Ms.. Levertov's moving
poem exemplified undaunted
optimism for a creative future.
: Cornell University History
Professor Emeritus Edward W.'
Fox, an advisor and friend of
Dr. Copeland during his doc--
,-to-
ral study at
.
Cornell, de-
livered the Induction Address. '
Dr. Fox delivered a brief
..overview of the history of the
- world and of the Jiberal arts'
tradition. Warning against
making scientific knowledge
on all-consum- ing goal, he
discussed the future of the
; American Liberal arts college.
Gore work sung
" , Dr. Fox's address was fol-
lowed by the Concert Choir's' :
premierte performance of Pro-
fessor Emeritus Richard Gore's
composition, Te Deum laud-amu-s.
v ,
John W. Pocock, Chairman
; of , the Board of Trustees,
conducted the actual . induc-
tion of Dr. Copeland, .giving
him the symbolic key to Old
Main and intoning, "Henry .
Jefferson Copeland is now
President of the College of
. Wooster." -
' President Copeland fol- -'
lowed with his address,: "A x
Place Apart," in which ? he
"
outlined his goals for the
uplifting of academics on cam-
pus, ;" ; --
He also noted five areas j
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n
which -- he' declared . to : be
central to the continued suc-
cess- of Wooster and other
liberal arts colleges.
Dr. J. Garber Drushal,
immediate past President of
the College, offered the In-
augural prayer, after which
Mrs. Dix read a congratulatory
telegram sent to President
Copeland by another Georgia-bor- n
leader... Jimmy Carter. --
: Following the singing ' of
"Now Thank We All Our God" .
and a benediction by George '
Morgan, representative of the
Synod of jhe? Covenant, to
which Wooster belongs, the
Inaugural program was con-
cluded.
.
- Dr. Copeiand served on
Wooster's faculty from ' 1966
through 1969, when he be-
came Associate Dean of the :
College. - ' - v
In 1974, he was named Dean --
of the Faculty. On April 2,
1977, Dr. Copeland was
elected President; he officially
assumed the duties - of the
office on July 1.
Visitation
"This report is well done,
and has been presented well...
Ifs an issue whose time has
come' " said Trustee Henry
Luce III, recommending the
Visitation Committee's Report
to the full Board of Trustees.
Luce continued, declaring
that the Trustees' Student.
Relations Committee "should
support the Reports before
the-entir- e Board of Trustees.
;. He also recommended im-
plementation of the policies
recommended in the Report
"Every student attending
the SRC meeting was im-
pressed with the support we
received from the Trustees,"
said Visitation Committee
Chairperson Ellen Thomas.
'
'The response," she added,
"was much more positive than
we expected. We now have
the assurance that they want
to help, which makes the new
Visitation Education Commit-
tee even more important"
The new - committee will
meet for the first time this
week to "plan a course of
action," according to Thomas.
A chairperson will be named --
within the week.
On Saturday, Board of Trus-
tees Chairman John W.
:
r i
New President Henry Copeland
John Pocock. '
Survives First Presentation
Pocock "presented the Report
tp the full Board, commended
the Committee for the work
they did, and pledged to send
the Report to every Trus-
tee," said Thomas.
There was no discussion of
the Report before the full
Board as Pocock had not
attended the entire SRC meet-
ing and wanted to understand
the Report clearly before
answering questions on it
posed by other Trustees.
Discussion of the Report will
Recreation Fair Premieres
by Barb Shelli
This year, under the direction
of Cindy Weiler, Lowry Center
Board has organized Woos-
ter's first Outdoor Recreation
Fair. The fair began this past
Tuesday witiVa fashion, show
given in Lpwry . Lobby and
hosted by Joan Blanchard and
Rich Bardine. :
The show featured the latest
styles of outdoor recreational
attire; participating in the
show were students from the
College.
For those interested in skiing,
receiyes congratulations from
:
. .
take place, at the Trustees'
April meeting, at which time it
may become a full-fledg- ed
proposal.- - . -
" Not a Proposal
The Report has NOT yet
become a proposal. The Trus-
tees intend to return to cam-
pus several times before April
to "work out some concrete
proposals," according to
Thomas.
Luce, noting that, in his
opinion, the Visitation issue
was not . that crucial and
a ski fair was held in the lobby
of Lowry Center Thursday
evening.. Lisa Carter presented
information on possible week-
ly ski trips to Brandywine as
well as a weekend trip to
Seven Springs.
Also featured was the intro-
duction of the new Cross-
country ski club and the
suggestion of a trip to Europe
for skiing during spring break.
However, this Saturday will
promise some less convention-
al activities. Starting at 1 p.m.,
experienced divers from Can
Number 4
Board of Trustees Chairman
"
should be passed as a means
of getting along to more
important issues, led the sup-
port of the Report in the SRC.
Visitation Committee mem-
ber Jon Marks summed up the
issue Monday: "Ifs a very
encouraging first step, but
there's still a long way to go"
toward the goal of implement-
ation.
Students wishing to serve
on the new Visitation Educa-
tion Committee, which is vital
to the success of the Report,
should contact Ellen Thomas.
Ski Togs
ton will provide a sky-divi- ng
exhibition under the direction
of Rodger Conley.
The four Canton divers will
-- jump from their plane at an
elevation of 7,000 feet and do
formations in .the air before
landing. The expected target is
the practice field behind
Lowry.
Following the exhibition,
Rodger Conley will host a
question and answer session
accompanied by a film on
sky-divin- g. As will be the case
cont on page 10
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EDITORIAL J ;
Keep it Up !
This must be the week
The Visitation Committee's fine report, with the
commendaDie support oi
good chance of becoming a
tation of the two-optio- n system now seems a definite
possibility.
.
The new Committee on the Handicapped is off to a
promising start, and improvements in the living and
educational conditions experienced by the physical-
ly handicapped are expectations now, not merely
dreams. '.
And LCB has taken a positive step toward
returning big-nam-e entertainment to Wooster . with
the Tuesday signing of the Michael Stanley Band for
a Fall Quarter concert. "Even bigger names are a
definite possibility for Winter," according to LCB
Chairperson Rick Bardine. ..
These promising beginnings must not be allowed
to die for lack of student interest, .
If the Visitation Committee's Report is ta stand
any chance of implementation as a- - proposal, we
must make a conscious effort to demonstrate the
responsibility that an open-optio-n visitation system
would demand. The burden is ours, not the
Trustees'.- - ;
If the Committee on the Handicapped is to have a
, positive effect on the entire campuscommunity, we
must make our concern for the problems of the
handicapped known to the committee members.
And "big-nam-e entertainmenf-th-e Michael Stan-
ley Band is a step in the right direction. The odds
are stacked against: Wooster when it comes to
concerts, and LCBs Concert Committee, like the
Visitation Committee, deserves praise for a job well
done. : . ' ' ". ..- - J.(.. .
It's been a great week for , student rights and
student entertainment-ho- w long-lastin- g its effect is
.
up to us.
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EDITORIAL
m .. 'We'd like to commend the College administration
for their show of initiative - and concern, "as
demonstrated by the timely establishment' of the
new committee . on the 'i handicapped; they - have
exceeded the letter of the law in their response , to
the needs of handicapped students and employees.
- Much more positive action must be demonstrated, :
however, if the committee is to have any .lasting --
positive, effect , : ' - ' :
It goes without saying that more advancements
can and must be made to improve the situation of
the handicapped at Wooster. The addition of ramps
in the Holden Annex, at the steps of Kauke and
Galpin Halls, and in front of Lowry Center is more,
than desirable; it is a necessity. Possible redesign-
ing of restr oom stalls' and telephone booths are also
examples of areas in need of attention.
The most fundamental change necessary is not in
the physical environment of Wooster, but rather in
our mental attitudes. Changes in attitude, concern,,
and awareness on the part of students, faculty and
administration are necessary for the acknowledge--,
ment of --mutual responsibility on all parts is an
integral part of this new perspective. The establish- - '
ment of the campus committee on the handicapped
is a profound example of the type of action and
concern required regarding this issue. A precedent
has been established. We optimistically - await
further assertive measures. . . -
Council Debates Visitation
.
Campus Council News
by Graham Newson
Our meeting on October 5th
centered around the Visitation
report, as presented by Ellen
Thomas' of the S.G.Ar visita-
tion committee. Since. Coun-
cil membership includes facul-
ty and' administration as well
as students, the discussion
allowed for each group
.
to
voice its position. In : this
exchange of views, one thing
stood out above all else. There
were many misconceptions
about, student" life here 'at
Wooster.' It was evident that
both students and faculty had --
mistaken, over-generaliz- ed
ideas " of-- what each other's
position was. (In this case,
concerning student life here
on campus). How these mis-- :
conceptions came to be, or
who is to blame for them, is"
not the issue. The fact is they
exist These misconceptions
have created a "gap" or lack
of. communication between
students and faculty. This kind
of situation makes it difficult
for the college to progress as .
an institution. It is vital that .
we, the students,' show, the
initiative to close "the "gap '
between faculty and students. '
We must open lines of'
communication..cMrs'ce of the
classroom. These misconcep-
tions will continue to exist as ;
long as
.
we allow them to.
Dollar For
Thought
Heaven X? much. like the
scenes of American commer-
cials.' Hell is much like scenes
of American soap operas.
Rudeness is often displayed
to express kindness, as hatred
to express love.
.
: .Ambition opens the door to
successful productivity.:, jf .
. Ambition closes the. gate" to
personal happiness.' "; .'
.
"..
Money in a materialistic
society' can buy ' everything
that is available. However, the
availability in the materialistic,
society is limited...
When tone's . capacity is
limited as not to satisfy, his
unlimited ambition, he, no.
matter how successful he
becomes, is a failure before his
'-
-:-.
'eyes. m-l.:'- .
.
Faculty will get a clear view of
what student life is like here at --
the college, only if we, - as ,
students, take the time to tell -- ,
them about it Inviting a
professor to lunch, or just
talking with one outside of the
classroom will help to bridge-an- y
"gap" or misconception --
that ' "may exist
' This is an important time in
the development of the Col-
lege of Wooster. We must hot
allow misconceptions to hin- - -- ;
'-
-der that development Com--
munication is : vital to any
community. Here at Wooster
we are all part of a very speeial "
community,"and only if we all
work together, can it continue
to be so;? :" , '- - .;." .
in the article relating to capital
-
; . punishment is commendable,
to just such a degree is the :
abominable disregard for life
.
--
: displayed in . the - pro-dea- th
" advertisement despicable. But
" we go one step further, and
maintain that it is made more
hideous still by virtue of the
fact that one form of death Is
- visited upon an . adultand
' .perhaps deservinh-conscious--
ness, while the. other is flung
mercilessly upon the most
innocent, most defenseless of
" all Bwes-'-vTvv'""-":- --
This is war. And it is a war
- without pity, without human-
ity, without cause. The betray-
al in all the long history of cruel
humankind.-,.- : One million
.
" slaughters ..every - year. - One
; million thrown" in waste-baske-
ts, or into incinerators.
- One million - innocents sac-
rificed to Hitler's v mindless,
. One million- savage cause. -
mute voices crying out to
Heaven to take vengeance for
their bloody deaths. One -- mil-"
lion grim reminders - of the -
5 depths to which man is able to '
'stoop. "
.
"
V"--".- -
..
.'"
;
.To '-re- turn to the original
point: it is --certainly time that
. ; the newspaper that declares
itself representative not of any
part of the student body, but
. v of the entirety of, students at
: Wooster College, discontinue
- " this advertisement, : in which
.'an attempt is made to further
.
''distort and desensitize" us to
.; 'what is hopefully our national
- concern for human life.'.. . --
-
'
'.-
-;: Yours truly,
"'
1. ;'"' Bob Coffey
- Vmn afAcalllCSCnCaUlCu
The Potluck Dinner with the
" Crossroads Africa participants,
originally scheduled for this
Sunday, has been rescheduled
"-f-
or next Sunday, October 23. ,
V .The Westminster Choir
desires your voice for the :
;t Sunday morning" worship ser--
'vice. The Choir practices from
7 to 8:30 P.M. on Thursdays
tand at 9:45 A.M. Sundays in ;
McGaw Chapel. ' '
Vole Wbmertl Cite
- v (CPS)--ln the September Es-
quire Magazine, Fred Iseman
(Yale 75) ; characterized . his
Yale' education as a four year
tedium occasionally shattered
by drugs, sex and the minor
. subversions which differenti-
ate the 1970's from the 1960s.
--
.
. In - an August . class-actio- n
suit, Ronnie Alexander - char--
acterized her Yale education
as one filled with serf-deprec- a-
tion, emotional torment and
rape. '- - .
.
Alexander is one - of five
persons --four women and a
-- male professor - who charge
that Yale women are subjected
to. harassmerits encompassing
everything from offensive
conversation and behavior to
rape. While the ' word rape
doesn't -- appear in the "court
papers, the phrase "coerced
- sexual intercourse" does.- -
' Legally novel in several
ways, the .-s- uit 'names ' no
names and seeks no damages.
What it does do is argue that
harrassment is a form of sex
discrimination and asks that
the court instruct Yale . to
establish procedures to deal
with this problem.
V" Procedures that Yale claims:
already exist "We're probably
.the only university in the world
that has a special harassment
procedure written into the rule
books," aid a - university
official. Instituted in 1969 at
the request of black students,
the rule state that in the event
of harassment the person so
aggreived can make a charge
through hisher advisor..' .
0uQch fo bo
Dear Editor,
" The . 1977 HomecomingQueen Candidates would like
to express the contemporary
philosophy behind this year's
contest We would like the
student body to know that this
year we are being judged not
only for our appearance or
popularity, but more import--
anttyfor our contributions to
the college, and the -- community.
.. .' :
We would like emphasis to
be placed on leadership and
involvement, which not only
benefits the College, but 'the
woman who participates, as
well.:. Please , take this phil--
osophy into consideration
when you vote on Wednesday -
"Cleariy inadequate," says
lawyer Anne Simon. ,"Women
--
.in Yale aren't given any way to
take , effective action when
harassed by prof essofs.".
. Simon admits her legal brief is
unorthodox. By declining to
charge specific persons, the
suit goes beyond particular
manifestations of harassment
to the institution which caused
them: Yale University.' The
only legal precedent for such a
charge is Cannon vs. Univer-- .
sityof . Chicago Medical..
School, a sex discrimination
case that was dismissed,
appealed, and dismissed a-ga- in.
The appeal was support-
ed by HEW. --
. University officials are con- - P
temptuous of the suit They
admit to a few : complaints
concerning the sexual conduct
of faculty members, but stress
cffidacMmhT
tTechornnon 0th? opinion of n?
faculty and administrators
said, "there is a strong argu-
ment that if women students
aren't smart enough to know
how tooutwit some obnox- -
ious professor, they shouldn't
be here in the firsi -- place."
Ronnie Alexander, who en--
dured professorial "rape" be-
cause the man's opinion of her
work was crucial to her future,lh'"!? 9f 'aLeftwich, Lisa Stone, Ann
Olivarius and John Winkler,
Both Alexander and Olivarius
graduated last spring. Winkler,
an assistant professor of clas- -
sics, joined the suit because he
Chosen
and Thursday, October 19 and
20. - .
Sincerely.
The 1977 Homecoming Queen
Candidates:
Christi Bethards, 6th Section
Becky Blackshear, Douglass
Hall
Joan Blanchard, Compton Halt
Diana Dewey, 7th Section
Leslie Dominic, EKO
Bertha Fountain, BSA
Barb Hubler, Pi Kappa
Marcia Kleinert Chi Omeaga
Psi ".
Sandy Kronitis, 4th Section
Margie Scherbel, ; Armington
Hall ... -
Vicki Simonson; 5th Section
Linda Walsh, 1st Section
Evie Ziegler, Crandell House
. if..
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Dear Editor,' . .T::VV .v:
i This is to Inform you that I
'
read with interest the article of
two issues ago ' relating "to
captial punishment I .noted
4 J with even greater, interest the
-r--, advertisement with which yoiir:
: otherwise fine newspaper has
: i been disgraced for too long a
time. Of course I refer to the
advertisement that makes the
? incredible offer of a "safe and
-- V gentle " abortion," a phrase
" which I won't grace with the
term "cowardly.' for even that
. is too decent a sentiment to be
'applied to so hideous a prac-
tice. "Foul, dirty, mean,, and .
:
" rather the :despicable". : are
f epithets ; which must apply,
only," of . course, - for want of
. baser terms, r r ; r v
For while the concern for life
yC l v V r--" .
Harassment in Suit
refused to teach in an "atmos-
phere poisoned by distrust"
Does , Winkler have tenure?
No, Anne. Simon said-ju- st,
nerve.
Dismissing the suit as "a
publicity seeking charge and a
poor legal --document" a Yale
public relations spokesman
.
predicted that the suit would
be thrown out of court At the
moment, the judge has called
for additional information con
Abortion: You Judge
The Question of the
I ahnrt.inrris a nationwide
of USf male or female. It's also a local issue now, andl
! 3?u fn a in resolving one facet of the issue jthat s surfaced here at the College.
1 Since March of this year, weVe run an ad for the'
J Akron .Women's Clinic, which offers a"safe and
gentle" abortion. We've had a few complaints aboutl
i the adnotb;mg major-b- ut we've never really!
, !v u i t j jI known whether you, the students, approved or
j disapproved of the advertisement appearing weeklyj
j in the,Wooster Voice.
j Bob Coffey's Letter to the Editor, which appears'
I on tnis page, brings this question into the open, and
he'8 about Wooster Voice does"ri&ht one thing-t-he
, ,? ? ,. . . . . . I
j have the responsibility of reflecting the viewpoints t
I and goals of the MAJORITY of the student body.j
j Sc.we're going to let you be the judge. Read
jBob's letter, then take a look at the advertisement, I
,and piease mark the ballot below, tear it out, and!
ii. : ai ir.j.. ijpia.ee n in ine voice uoa ueiow ine nue uoaru uii
iLowry Center before Sunday noon. Your response J
jwill determine whether we continue to run this i
1 advertisement or not. Thanks for your help!
I
I,Q I am offended by the
! Akron Women s Clinic
j appear in the Wooster
I am not offended by the
l Akron Women's Clinic
continue to appear in
Additional Comments:
cerning Cannon vs. U. Chica-
go before rendering a written
decision. When asked what
the plaintiffs will have gained
should their efforts fail, the PR
man responded with a curt "3
months of publicity."
Yale Law School graduate
: Simon laughed when informed
of Yale's. opinion of her legal
prowess. "It'll be more than 3
months," she said.
T
I
I
I
leealitv-a- nd moralitv-o- fi
issue nf maior ponpprn fn all:
u . 1 xi J. 1 i :
advertisement for the I
and believe it should not
Voice.
advertisement for the i
and believe that it should
the Wooster Voice.
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Ina uvisatiion7&. Gr ue Ce iremoun lies
Induction Addrcs
President Copeland looks toward a "place apart". .'
Fpir Sy inns M ii stf
A Place Apart - Transcending Time and Place
. President Henry Copeland
echoed his colleagues' praise
for liheral' arts institutions in
his Inaugural Address, "A
Place Apart"
"Humanity's best hope lies
in...informed men and wo--.
. men' he" declared. .
"Wooster," Dr. Copeland
said, "should strive to remain
an autonomous center of ideas
and values.. .to challenge the
world.. .to do one task su-
perbly, and.. .to create a ten-
sion between what is and what
could be."
"The College," he added,
"exists to serve society...and
that is best accomplished at a
distance, without distraction."
Dr. Copeland stressed,
though, that he was "not
suaaestina, that Wooster- -
should be isolated..."
Dr. Copeland delineated five
guidelines for a successful
liberal arts college, including
the following:
A collegial community, like
the early craft guilds of
Europe, should exist The
gullU 9 I Ul 1 1 id ui uiyaiiuauuii,
he suggested, "still forms the
basis for the academic com-
munity."
Thic fnmmi initv he added.
depends on student effort... it
provides an oportunity for
learning in which the student
is both a. participant and a
contributor."
Independence is a necesity;
"we must strive," Dr. Cope
J?.- -
.
.-
-.
-
land said, "to retain the ability
to exist on our own terms." ;
He called for the provision
of a financial base for tne
College in order to keep that
"Independence. . -
Noting that there are 439
agencies regulating higher,
education at the Federal level
alone. Dr. Copeland cautioned
that academic independence
"should not be violated for
partisan purposes."
A concern for standards
must exist "If we are serious
about our craftsmanship, we
must be selective about those
who are admitted to the
guild," he said.
Dr. Copeland cautioned that
"we must not be preoccupied
with the gifted alone.Jwe must
take into account motivation
and achievement."
'The atmosphere of the
College should encourage
study and reflection," he adde
The College should remain'
a place of liberal learning, with
an "ultimate goal of concen-
tration and reflection."
A liberal education, Dr.
Copeland said, should help
students "gain the freedom to
transcend time and place" and
to gain "a general view of the
rest of the world and. them-
selves." -
"Order, leisure, and security
are necessary conditions for a
liberal education," he' de-
clared. 'The College should be
a sheltered space free from as
-
much distraction as can be
arranged."
Noting pressure for educa-
tion to be "immediately useful
and relevant," he asserted that
"usefulness and relevance are
byproducts of liberal learn-m- g.
The focus here, he said, is
on the "individual to be edu-
cated, rather than a slot to be
filled The College intends to
remain a place of liberal learn-
ing."
There must be a concern
with the spirit. "We must
continue to strive to work out
religious implications for this
age," he said.
"We must not permit life to
be reduced to the lowest
common " denominator...in
addition to facts, there are.
Greeting s Fr
The following telegram from
one Georgia-bor- n President to
another was read at last Fr-
iday's Inauguration . ceremon-
ies: ' ' -
"It is a special pleasure to
extend warm greetings to a
fellow Georgian on your
inauguration as the ninth pres--
ident' of the College :of
Wooster.
You have committed your-
self to One of society's great
; missions that of preparing
young men and women for
responsible and productive
fives. The wisdom and edu
Dr. Edward W. Fox, eminent
Professor Emeritus of History
from Cornell University," de-
livered the Induction Address,
giving - an overview of the .
liberal arts tradition from Plato
to the present. '
Dr. Fox, described as Pres-
ident Copeland's "teacher,
advisor, and friend" during Dr.
Copeland's doctoral - study,
upheld the ancient liberal arts
tradition for modern applica-
tion, declaring, "We will dis-
cover our own convictions '
through liberal education."
Stating that "no subject is
more appropriate to this occa-
sion, than the ancient liberal
arts tradition exemplified by
this coljege and its President,"
he summarized the parallel
histories of education and
world events. V
The liberal arts tradition,- - he
explained was born of the
ancient Greeks' "pleasure in
examining their own minds." ,
Fox noted that "Plato's
Academy set -- the first stand-
ards for liberal education."
Education, he admitted, suf-
fered during medieval times,
as "conformity was imposed
through inquisition," Martin
Luther's assertion before the
values," he added.'
- "It is the duty of the
College," he continued; "to
see that each of us comes to
grips with the question of
ends and an awareness of
how men and women have
grappled with that question in
the past" -
"What we cling to and what,
we discard are inescapable
questions," Dr. Copeland
added. Since World War II, the
number of college-ag- e stu-
dents in college has risen from
one-fift- h to one-hal- f.
Dr. Copeland warned a-gai- nst
the College's becoming
a "service station for society"- - --
an expression of mass
.
cul--tur- e.
"A place apart," like the
one he defined, he declared,
"is worthy of our devotion." -
om Ji mmy
cation that Wooster students
will - receive under your
guidance-wil- l surely prepare
them will for a world that
offers a vast range of oppor-
tunities for individual fulfil-
lment and contributions to
humanity.
I am certain that your excel--
lent record and experiences as
an educator and administrator
will enable you to meet-confidenti- y
the challenges that
lie ahead. You have my best
wishes for a successful and
rewarding tenure."
. The signature: Jimmy Carter
Diet of Worms that "it . is
neither safe nor right for me to
go against my
.
conscience" a
reversed this trend. '"
fSalilexVc etmnnlec anainct the
Phnrrh anH tho arhont - rf
social contract theorists like
' '
'Rousseau. -
.Revolution! '
' The popular conception that
"civil liberty must be based in
popular consent"7riginated.
Fox said, with the revolutions
in France and Amenca in the
late eighteenth century.
i ne errect or tne aestruction
. of. the old elite by the reper-
cussions of World War I was
minimized by Dr. Fox. '
in tne late nineteentn ana
early twentieth century, the
accepted American and Euro-
pean leaders were drawn al-
most exclusively from the
educated upper class. The
leaders of the new Socialist
opposition were from - that
same educated, liberal elite."
- The major effect of World
.War I, according to Dr. Fox,
was the "loss of ' human
dimension.". -
'The old elite," he noted,
"was,, either destroyed or
. embarrassed...and the result
of trying to organize a peace-
time economy was the Great
Depression." :
'The New Deal," he added,
"was far from an economic
miracle,- - but it revived - the"
humane ideal; it gave' us
hope." He described the post
war industrial expansion in
America as "the New Deal
written very large." r
- Tvuin DcflCfrc .
World War II, however, led
to "scientific revolution and
scientific war' which Dr. Fox
described as the "twin dis-
asters of the twentieth cen-
tury."A. t ' i ii
.we found the secret of ever-expandi- ng
wealth... no one is
looking where our prodigal
existence is leading'
Dr. Fox admonished liberal
arts colleges not to become
v'mere lesser universities;" to
be pressured into offering pre-professio- nal
education. -
i ne soie concern ot ine-liber- al
arts college should con--
tiniia r ho aiK tha oKilitu- - r$
an educated person to react to .
Tacxs wnn a rational response..
the abilitv to draw loaical
"r
cuiiciusiuiis - irom accurate
i - r -- . -
ooservduons. --
Chanaes that have alreadv
taken place in liberal arts
institutions were seen by Dr.
.f at rt -- 1rox as more a renecuon inan
a cause of our national mood." -
- ur. rox cioseo wiin a warn-
ing that "uncontrolled sci-
ence will be our undoing." ;
Notes OKU
by LisaVickery
The week of festivities cele--
brating the inauguration of
Henry-- Copeland as the ninth
" president of the college ended
1 with a concert given by The
New Hungarian String Quar--
tet, last friday evening. This
grade finale, held in McGaw
t -- . i f
unapei, was auenaeu Dy a
large number of students,
Tacuity, townspeople and visit--
ing dignitaries. The quartet's
concert was one of the finest
musical events that I ve seen
offered on this campus.
.
The New Hungarian String
Quartet is comprised of four
exiremeiy laieniea musicians:
Anrior 'Toth. ' violin' Richard
Notes
Young, violin; Denes Korom-- the principle violin. Through-za- y,
viola; Andor Toth, Jr., out the music, there were '
cello. All four men are on the"
faculty of the Oberlin Con- -,
servatory. They have been per-
forming together for a numbe
.of years, touring all over th
United States and throughout
Europe. During the sumerthey
take a break from their touring
and recording ' sessions in
order" to both perform and
instruct at the Taos School of
Music -- in New Mexico where
they are the quartet in resi-
dence. -
- Last Friday's "program o--"
pened with Beethoven's Quar-
tet in B flat major. Op. 18. No.6.
- t
if
Dr. Richard Gore returned
Laudamus." . ' - "
This piece, being a prime
exarriDle of Baroaue classical.
music, was a. good opener,
satisfying to any music lover.
In contrast, the middle com--
position, Chacony, from the
Quartet No.2. Op. 36 by the
I ate Benjamin Britten, was in
a much more contemporary
r .i -
siyie. oecause 01 ine many
traditionalists that often make
up an audience, tnis work was
not as well received as the
previous one. Personally, I
enjoyed the Britten number
very much because of its
uniqueness, atypical harmon- -
ies and the resulting intrique.
nacony . openeu wun a
" melanrholv theme carried bv
cadenzas for each different
"
cont. on page 9
Woo Philosophy Defended
John G. Kemeny, Dart-
mouth College president, con-
cluded the Inauguaration
Week lecture series, Thursday,
October 6, in McGaw Chapel.
Dr. Kemeny's lecture, which
concerned a defense of the
private liberal arts education
received a 90-seco- nd standing
ovation for the McGaw crowd .
of nearly 800, as he cited his
The Inauguration audience
support for the liberal arts.
Dr. William Baird, Vice Pres-
ident for Academic Affairs,
introduced Kemeny, citing his
long list of credentials. A
native of Hungary, the Dart-
mouth president received his
BA. and Ph. D. from Prince-
ton and was a research assist-
ant to Albert Einstein. Kemeny
is also responsible for develop- -
to conduct the premiere performance of his "Te Deum.
''
" ' "
.V" -- '
-
.
A
;
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J
filled the Oak Grove.
by Kemeny
ing one of the major computer
languages.
Dr. Kemeny began his def-
ense-by citing what he
termed, "four of the indict-
ments that have been brought
against liberal education and
private liberal education, in
particular. -
, These allegations- - include:
that the liberal arts education
turns out too many graduates,
that liberal arts education is no
longer a good investment
financially, that it does not
prepare students for today's
world and that, even if liberal
arts in general can be justified,
private liberal arts institutions
cannot
Answers charges
To the first charge, Kemeny
answered that such a claim
reflected, among other things,
.
society's current anti-intellect-- uai
trend. Citing a national
newsmagazine that had re-
ported that "27 of the na-
tion's work force is overedu-cated,- "
Kemeny questioned
the definition of the word
over-educate- d. He stressed
that it "is not over-educati- on
that is the problem, but rather
under-educatio- n that we must
worry about.
In answering the second
criticism that liberal arts edu-
cation is not worth the price,
Kemeny pointed out that the
primary justification for a liber-
al arts is not a financial reward. .
From its very inception,
Kemeny explained, liberal arts
colleges did not exist as insti-- '
tutions for the production of
high money makers, and in-
deed, should hot be classed as'
specifically vocational institu-
tions at all. In addition,
Kemeny added, the cost of
liberal education has increased
only seven times since 1940
and this increase is significan- -
ly less than the increase that is
reflected1 in the entire econ-
omy. In short, while the cost of
liberal education has in-
creased, its ' quality has im-
proved tremendously. It is
impossible
. and impractical,
Kemeny concluded, to judge
liberal arts education on the
basis of financial success.
To the third criticism, that
liberal arts does not prepare
the student for today's world,
Kemeny answered that while
this allegation is valid, the
necessity for such preparation
is extremely overemphasized
. It is more important, Kem-
eny claims, to prepare today's
youth for the future, since
society is constantly under-
going rapid changes. Citing his
own education as an example,
Kemeny pointed out that,
while he is well-know- n for
inventing computer language,
has never took a course in
computer programming,
simply because computers did
not exist at that time.
Learn to Think
It is essential, then, for the
liberal arts student to learn to
think in ways that will enable
him to make creative contribu-
tions to the world of the
future. In addition, Kemeny
stated that liberal education is
an answer to the "very sad
and very dangerous" erosion --
of public morality. A liberal
education, with its emphasis
on individual values, is the best
hope for the present troubled
society.
As for the final accusation,
that colleges should not be
funded privately, Kemeny list-
ed four arguments against this
concept First, he said that
private funding facilitates in-
novation since ideas and con-
cepts go through fewer chan--
(cont. on page J3j
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DembcrGifac
by Susie Estill
"We felt there was a need
for this type of organization,"
explains Beth Farnsworth,
.
speaking on behalf of the
founders of the Democratic
Coalition, "a group that will
spark campus interest . in
politics at all levels."
Other Coalition founders;
include Andy Sears, "Jeff
Pierce, and.Wooster student
contact Scott Denman. The
name "Democratic Coalition"
was specifically chosen by the
group to separate it from any
state or national organizations,
with which it does not intend
to become affiliated.
.
'
The Coalition's founders
would like the group to main-
tain a loose structure so that,
ideally, all members can play a
significant role in providing in-
put ,
There have been some
specific plans set for initial
"programs, but the committee
is hoping for suggestions so
they can arrange future pro--"
grams and projects.
'This organization will serve
an informative purpose as well
. as presenting opportunities for
students to become actively
involved in politics on campus
and in the community.
Some of the ideas the
Democratic Coalition will
develop or have already
developed intp programs in-
clude: . ...
RF.
ON RT. 30
fe If Vif VM U M U
DA campus and community
drive for instant voter regis-
tration by student deputy regis-
trars-now legal under Ohio
Laws'-'--- - '.
'
;-- "' ;.- -' .
2) A debate between candi-
dates for Wooster City Coun-
cilman to be held in conjunc-
tion with the campus Republi-
can organization "..
3) An organized effort to
inform students about the
voting precinct --' divisions of
Wooster's campus
4) campaigning for candi-
dates in local races, and
5) becoming a liason betweea .
the: county democratic head-- :
quarters and the COW cam-- -- .
72 MILE EAST OF WOOSTER
pus. '. ' -
Wednesday, September 28
was the group's first meeting;
attendance was good. .They
met again Thursday, October
13, when a representative from
the League of Women Voters
" presented a program Inform--
ing students about the issues ,
that will be on the ballot this
November. ';
The Democratic Coalition's ;
'meetings are held everyThurs- -
day at 9 p.m. in Lowry. room
119. All students are welcome
to come and participate in any .'
orallof the activities, or just to "
discuss and to learn about
candidates and issues, ; --
.
Coalition founders Jeff"rierce, Scott Denman. Beth Farns- -
wortn, Andy sears, and Don plan strategy. " - . -- .
TUESDAY
NIGHT
IS
COLLEGE
NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR VALID
COLLEGE I. D.
18 AND OVER
V 264-915- 3
cdlEegiateicros
I. 12 13 Tt jS lb 1 , 14 13 I .10 III I2 113
tt-- jrr"7 jrr --r
7 7"?ZC 2T " 22"
jj-- T 2-4- ' " ' '
25T26" T W T 28" "T T 29f30Tj3r
3F " 33" 7 r --r tt--- r
3T TT r--r - 35p6bf """"3T
W 4T T T - 1 '41 - -
3-7- - - r?3j
T5T W 47"" 7 " """
4rurrss" " si -- t sttst"
& Z T 55" -- r -
ssr tt
pr- -" ,W- ---
' ' A. J I V.'.i I J imm I n"J. X i.n ' ' ' '
ACROSS
1 need "Fishing - -'--
5 Code words for the
'
-- letter "A"
10 Blue of baseball
14 S1gh words --
.15 Stir up .
r 16 Ewer and . . " . -
17 Lariat
"18 Filming site . ;(2 wds.)
20 Alone (2 wds.)
22 Part of TNT
,23 Pea-picki- ng
- machines' '
. 24 Dog show initials -
.25 Mrs. Peel's partner
l writer Mickey, and
- family
32 Sound of content--- ':
' went - - .
33 Seaport near '- - ' '
Tijuana
,----
34 Miss MacSraw
35 Part of Bogart.
- film title (2 wds.)
3B the season..."
.
39 Disheartened
.41 Bennett Cerf's. "
specialty - "
42 Lasting a shorty
time
44 Formation
45 College degrees
46 M1ss Loren .
48 River to the Seine
51 Brook , ,.
54 Restaurant offering(2 wds.)
.56 Taj Mahal site
57 Saturday night '
specials -- -;
. 58 JJeserve . " :- -
59 Do detective work '
60 Pro . :
61 Colonist William, ;
and family
62 Anglo-Sax- on slave -- "
1 Pointed remark . --
" 2 Nautical cry
; 3 Deprive of - ' :- -;
necessities - --'
.
4 More,m1nuscuie
; 5 Got up ' ;
.
6 Recluses' -
7 Unusual shipV
.'-
- command (3 wds.)'
8 Up until (2 wds.)
9 Trigonometry
' abbreviation
10 European tourist :'.
mecca
Last week's answers are on page 14
11 .?Whaf s for
- me?" :. ::
1 --die.
13 Part of A.D. .
19 Leg ornament
21 Football player-- 7
24 And
. ; -
25 Bogart role, Sam ..
26 Tiny Tim's flower1;
28 Tavern " -
29 Fuel in the hews
,(2 wds.) - ; .
30 Minneapolis suburb'
31 Impertinent'
35 Detective Mike -
36 Votes for
37. To see:
40 A s -
dog
UYiliOnlcyird5- -
4T Man or ape -
43 Ohio dty on Lake :
Erie ' -- "' -- " '
44 Shout of discovery.
47 Rains hard .
48 Courier (abbK) --i
49 Prefix for lung
50 Litter member
51 ."Peter Pan" pirate
52 go bragh
53 Story , ;
55 Napoleon, for one -(abbr.) -
Store Hours: Uon. thru Thur. 9:39 to 5:39
Friday and Saturday NIshtsTIHS :
COMPLETE STOCKS
"
' - OF
Won's & l7omon!
Clothing
G
and- -- '
Furnichings
Including cotton denim flares with button front
T : wzippersryles. . .: - ,
Good Merchandise ' . iOur Business and Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Woostar. Ohio
, Michael Johnson has al-rea-dy
absorbed more styles of
- music than most of us get into '
in a lifetime. But it comes -
T- -l naturally to him-h- e was born
into the business. As a young
' ; boy in Denver, Michael's older
:. brother taught him .to play
' guitarl. with ' both :of them-f- :
teaching themselves highly ir--
: regular .fingering techniques;;7
- "My first gig was at 13 in a
VFW Hall," says MichaeL '!We
played for five bucks a night
..and all the screwdrivers ; we
could drink." . - r " r
r : He followed his brother into
- Colorado. State College, in-'tend- ing
- to major in music
education. But after winning a
? " national , talent contest spon---
. sored . by Columbia --. Records
and WGN Radio in Chicago,
he walked out on finals to
IMMIHMMMIPIMIMIMIMH
T accept' first prize which in-elu- ded
a recording "contract,
- with Epic Records. Soon after
he was playing in folk clubs.
; throughout the-- nation. '
When American' trends
went 'from
.
folk to : rock, ,
i Michael headed for a guitar
conservatory in Barcelona,
"'Spain and studied -- for one
yearnot so much to become a ;
j classical guitarist-thoug- h" he
became an adept one but to
.learn more about the guitar.
Upon his return to" the U.S.A." --
he joined the Back Porch
Majority, an offshoot .of the
New Christy Minstrels. "After
two days the. group changed
: its name to the New Society
and went off for a tour of the
Orient We were so bad I used
,
a different name Julian PK
In Concert: Michael
- The; Michael Stanley Band
will appear Saturday, October
' 29. at 7:30 P.M. in McGaw '
- Chapel. Tickets will be onjsale
Monday. :
Before you start thinking .
:that only New York; Los -
Angeles. Memphis, Nashville,
and ' Chicago possess viable
music scenes which have in- -' .
fluenced the direction of rock
and rollrtake a minute to look ;
at Cleveland, Ohio. The north-easterrijaar- tpf
that state can; -
boast music notables on the
order of - Joe Walsh, ;' who
emerged in 1969 to shake the
"industry with .the ; original
James Gang. 1975's offering is :
- also destined for prominence- -
.The Michael - Stanley Band.
Interestingly enough, they also
have much more than just the
Cleveland area in. common.
Stanley quit his group after
a year and began doing solo
spots around Ohio before sian--
; ing to Tumbleweed Records
Szymczyk's new label, dis--
. tributed by Famous Music-Hi- s '
only Tumbleweed release, .
Michael Sfaneycame out in
1971, again with Szymczyk
producing; Unfortunately, the
"company folded and Michael ; ;
went with MCA Records, who
issued . his next; disc. Friends
and Legends, in 1973. It
boasted guest appearances by ?
Walsh, singersongwriter Dan
Fogelberg. . and,, pianist Paul ;
Harris among others and was, i
of. course, created under
liiiDlilliiM
Brandywine Ski Resort has
per.'
Szymczyk's hand once again.
(By now you get
, the idea
Szymczyk is going to' be
working with Stanley for a
while...)
Despite these albums,
Michael hadn't spent much
time touring deciding to con-cent- ra
te instead on his writing.
But a spot on Don Kirshner's
Rock Concert gave him road
fever once more, and-h- e put a
trio together with - guitarist
Jonah Koslen and bassist Dan--J.
iel Pecchio in March 1974. --
,"We took that format as far
as possible,' Stanley recalled,
and then we found we needed
a drummer." -
Tom Dobeck was added in
September 1974 and almost
immediately things began to
jell. A new album was planned
with Szymczyk producing, and
recorded at Criteria Studios in
"Miami. (Szymczyk by this:
time, had added the Eagles,
Walsh, and others, to his list of
credits.) -- : iv-- 1
Stanley describes the new .
record as "more rock and roll
than my softer . solo albums,
but stiir a synthesis, of both,
Half of -- the songs are "by
Jonarv-w- e each wrote five-- -'
and-a-ha- lf and we strove for
consistency and blend .with
this band. I got what I was
looking for. Without having
the entire songwriting load on
my, shoulders, I can . use the
best stuff I have."
The new album is on Epic
Stanley
Records, Stanley having left
MCA over a contract dispute,
and. comes to the label
through Full . Moon Produc- -
Cont on page 8"
Aerosmith Lets Down Fans Again
"Same Old Song and Dance
'''-
-V
'
or-- - --
'
"You See Me Crying"
V by Susie Estill - ,
Have you heard the" expres-- ,
siony " 'the third - time. is a
charm'? Well, it doesn't hold
, true for Aerosmith concerts in
Cleveland.
As a veteran, concert-goe- r, I
have developed a real paranoia
wl?en I read that the group
Aerosmith in the list of new
concert announcements. I
have been haunted by the
'Aerosmith jinx for over a year,
now.
.
On July 3, 1976 the group
was scheduled to play at
Cleveland Lakefront Stadium
in a game of The World Series
of Rock. When the contract
was being negotiated how-
ever. Stadium Managers
stipulated that no fans would
be permitted on the field since
there had just been a large
sum of money spent on new
turf. Aerosmith refused to play
without fans on the field, so
the concert was rescheduled
for July 28 at the Coliseum
the same night of that year's
James Taylor concert at Blos-
som Music Center which I had
Northtield, Ohio 44067. or
rx
full-tim- e jobs - inside or outside - for singles or couples
I who can drop out winter quarter. Pay from $2.50 to $3.50 per hour; living quarters
available. Also porMime jobs, your hours; January and February only. Also needed ore
Lski " instructors. -- : or good
jpprenticerinstructor class,
skiers who can learn instructor " routine at preseason
held on weekends Box 343,
: He left that group as soon as
possible and next joined John-Denve- r,
who was . then the
leader of the Mitchell Trio, as
its third member. In the middle
of the year, the group changed
its name to Denver, Boyce and
Johnson and even recorded
under that name. At the end of
a year the group dissolved. ' '
- In New York then, he audi-
tioned for "Jacques Brel is
Alive and Well and Living in
Paris". After five weeks with
the New York ' company he
went with the show to LA. for
five weeks and closed with the
show after 40 weeks in
Chicago.
Since then
.
Michael has
been living in a small house,
near a large lake in Minnesota
working on his music and
I phone' 2 16-467- -8 198 (Cleveland) or 216-434-91- 78 (Akfon)r .
PIIHMUMIMIMIMIEIMIPIEIHEMIEIUMIEMEI
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traveling to college concerts.
His recordings and . perform-
ances reflect all of his back-
grounds: ballads, original
JAY--- 1
Michael Johnson; he'll appear
tickets to, for two months.
Disappointment number one,'
Again this past summer,
Cleveland scheduled World
Series concerts. The first was
to be . on June 5 with Aero-
smith as the Headliner. Natur-
ally I could not help being a bit
skeptical and apprehensive,
but bought tickets anyway
The negotiations were settled'
and the concert was a reality
almost It was not until I
reached Wooster to pick up
friends on the morning of the
concert, that learned the
group's drummer, Joe Kramer,
had been "hurt in a. car acci--"
dent, and that the group
would not be playing. With
mixed emotions of disappoint-
ment and anger, I went to hear
the other performers who even
though they were good (Naz-eret- h,
Ted Nugent, Todd
Rundgren and So Southside
A
cniiEszn:..
material, jazz and classical
guitar and some incredible re-
arrangements of other peo-Co- nt
on page 8
tonight at the Cage.
Jonny and the Asbuyy Jukes)
were not the same simply
because Aerosmith was not
there.
Now, I must express my.
deepest sympathy to all those
who had tickets to Wednesday
night's Aerosmith concert at
the Coliseum. I can relate. Not
too surprisingly, I did not buy
tickets for this concert, and
therefore experienced a small
degree of satisfaction when I
heard that the concert was
indefinitely postponed be-
cause members of the group
were injured by firecrackers at
a Philadelphia concert I had
predicted correctly.
Not only does my sympathy
go out to the ticket holers, but
to all the members of Aero-
smith who due to circum-
stances beyond their control,
are continually disappointing
continued on page 9
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woiTiecQsnincj
by Kelly Gibson
Once again. Homecoming
approaches and Wooster's
enthusiasm is reaching . it's
peak. The climax of our foot-
ball season will be, of course,
the rip-roari- ng game antici-
pated whert the Wittenberg
Tigers struggle against the
Wooster Scots.
Doggone, ifs going to be a
great game! (All punts aside).
Previous to the Homecom-
ing game will be a Home-
coming Parade Friday, Oct-
ober, at 6:30 p.m. A pep rally '
will Tollow at. 7.00 p.m.
Go on down to Mateer at
8.00 for the campus movie,'
Seven Brides for Seven Broth-
ers. or...broaden your horizons
(cont. from page 7)
tionsPandora Productions.
The Michael Stanley Band
is;
Michael Stanley. 27, guitar
bass, vocals, songwnting.
Jonah Koslen: 23, lead gui-
tar, vocal, songwnting. Jonah
began playing trumpet and
moved to bass before finally
settling on guitar. He is an ex-Psychol- ogy
student, whose
original musical inspiration
came from Glen Schwartz,
guitarist for Pacific Gas and
fciectnc. Jonah traveled exten-
sively in the U.S. before
ending up jobless in Colorado.
There, Stanley's --manager Da
Homecoming Play, Cyrano,
de Bergerac, will be in spot-
lights! '
Saturday, Oct 22, an alumni
soccer game will kick, off at
.
10.00 a.m. President Copeland
will address a .Homecoming
Convocation in McGaw at
10.00, as well.
The women's swim team
will compete against Oberlin at
11.00 and the Cross Country
Team will start off on the right
foot at 1.00 p.m.
Also at 100 p.m., the float
awards will be announced.
The. Homecoming game will
kick off at 1:30.
Half-tim-e will encompass:
vid Spero (an old school-
master of Jonah's) phoned
Spero's urgency-so- on after.
"I didn't know much about
Michael at first," explains Jo-
nah, "but when I heard his
albums, they were very ap-
pealing and I wanted to give
.the band a try." ;
Daniel Pecchio: 27,'. bass,
flute, piano, vocals, songwrit-in- g.
Daniel is originally from
Youngstown, Ohio. He was
part of Glass Harp, a band with
three albums on DeccaMCA
MAXWfUt SIRLOIN STIAK x
Ui. Oiotco Skrtm sarood with bakadpotsta or franc Fries.
of ahrtmp I
and have an entertaining night
v
at Freelander Theatre, 'where
the
SJJS
si.es
the Scot Band, past Home-
coming Queens, the corona
Daniel reserves a lot
of praise for Szymczyk.
"Bill totally impressed me.
He's an incredible producer
and a skilled technician. He
said we'd work: 12 hours a
day... I didn't know what- - we'd
do...but we did. I loved it"
Tom Dobecc 22, drums.
Tom played in ' a number of
Cleveland area bands; "six
nights a week, four sets a
night in lots of bars," until
. meeting Michael who was
looking for a drummer to
Droduced bv Lew Merenstein 'round out the band. Though
(Van Morrison's Moon dance). Tomjnitially refused the .offer
He quit Glass Harp in late 1973 ' to join, he listened to Michael's
and joined Stanley-aga- in. tunes and decided in favor of
HAWELL'S (ALL FAMILY) S7EAKU0USE
ENTKEZS
1 1 mjm pjmj Frl-Ser-t. MM 10 pom. Ft
RT. 3. NORTH OF WOOSTER
My father, Jess L. Maxwell, was in food ser- -
vice for over 55 years. In his honor we have
retained one of his dinner specialities.,
HA OH ON
Fvra Roof HetffttMroar steak. Ohm smothered wMh
steamed ONIens. Sorvod with baked potato, tossed groan
salad and koM miwi broad.
si.ee
lor-stu- r
..obiter taM steamed te earhxllon and choice sirloin make
this LOS-STEE- R a dtanar to rotnombor. Sorvod with lemon
butter, baked potato and choke of salad.
S7.esMOt THICK SIRLOIN
U.S. Choice Slrlotn served wtth baked potato or French trio,
tosisd giini salad and teeited waiw broad.
se.es
Way Down South They Call It
GARSAOf STIAK (everything steak)
Tender cabas at USOA choice sirloin. Gulf shrimp, tomatoes,
anions. baU peppers, plnoapplo. isulood mushrooms, slowly
staamod In buttor. Sarvad wtth bahad potato, salad and
mams broad.
ss.es
ILfTMUONON
fjonon ounca Met. Ssrvsd rtth bakad potato, tossed prssn
salad and toastod sosama broad.
$5.75
HVKUM
Ciibsi of U.S. Chotco Sbtstn ikowerod wtth Savor enhancing
anions and bail peppers, sarvad with bakad potato or Frondt
trlea, teased ereen salad and Seested sesame broad. Vow may '
boss) fha skewer tor a sot of your awn.
ss.es '
GMefvVe pMftlOII laTeMtod SlMriy lft eVfTeWI buHVT. SeTTVQfJ
iMS-U-U
BfIF AND REIF
Our combination of Maawaffs Family Staak and Iswaar but-tarft- y
shrimp. Sarvad With bakad potato or Franco fries.
IUScmn cut ham steak
Generous cantor cut. sarvad with bakad potata or Franch
fries, knaad grain salad and toastod sasama brad.
S2.45
COUNTRY CHICKEN DINNER
Golden ploces of country fried chicken, sorvod wtth bakad
potata or French trio, tossed groan salad and toasted
sasama broad.
S2.25
FILET OF FISH
Deep tried to osteon goodness. Ssrvsd wtth French tries or
bakad potato, cola slaw or tossed groan salad and toasted
sesame bread.
S9.2S
MAXWELL'S FAMILY STIAK
Our family steak, cooked to order. Served with bakad potato
or French fries, tossed groan salad and toasts d sesame
bread.
- si.eeCHOFfCD SIRLOIN STIAK DINNER
Prepared to your liking. Served with bakad potato' or French
fries, tossed green salad and toasted sasa ue bread.
......... J NIGHTS
MONDAY NKHff 400 puss. esOO aMss.
Chopped Wrtoto Night Chopped Sirloin Dtnnar.
TUCSOAY NrOsOOMs..eat
Chicken Dinner All you can eat .....
WEDNtSOAT NKMfT 400 pu. .
Fltet of FMi All yew can eat
FAMILY NIGHTS INCLUDE: Potata
1.10
si.ee
J LUNCH MONDAY THRU SUNDAY .
1 IsM auek 3eOO puss. ,
.FHJT OP FISH DINNER
Sarvad wtth French fries, tartar sevce. slaw and ssismo
road. ; S1Jt
KLOtN STIAK OrNIIRR
same broad. S1.M
Havkafl A BartsidayT We at Maxwell's wee, tike te store yeer lbspay exaerletico ay ef--
renaa ear CTtwfNiaieaiary airmasy cane wtw a owr-isyeadl- e.
HC- - Danced CEiiracG
is
tion of the 1977 Homecoming Dance to the New York
Queen, and ' Hall of Fame disco beat of D.C. "Exchange
inductees. ' After a rip-roari- ng Band and Revue at this year's
game; refreshments and . a Homecoming dance, October
serenade by the Scots Band 22, from 9 to 2.
will be held on the patio of The . dance, jointly spon-Lowr-y
Center.. Sections and sored by Black Forum, B.S.A.,
Clubs will hold Open Houses and LCB, will capture the
from 400-60- 0 p.m. . exciting atmosphere of a New
The New York Disco will be York disco. Also featured will
the finale of the evening, be a light show by the group, a
beginning at 9:00 p.m. and separate entertainer, and a
bringing the evening to a close lounge area,
at 2.O0. a.m. - Hons d'ouevres and punch
Tickets will be on sale next will be served. Attire is semi-wee- k,
and may be bought at formal and admission is free,
the door. Don't miss all the Stepping dance routines,
excitement coming up. You've special lighting effects and
got spirit...lefs hear it!. stylish outfits are the trade- -
mark of the D.C. EXCHANGE,
Michael Stanley Band Has Impressive Credential
D.Ci, Exchange ;
5
the venture. Today he's happy
he did and stresses band unity
as a prime reason. ,
"I hope," he laughs, "if II
liven up my previously dull
rock and roll life."
We know the Michael Stan-
ley Band will liven up yours.
Mike Johnson(cont. from page 7) .
pie's material. :
Singer-guitari- st Michael John-- ,
son will make a concert ap-pearance at The Cage on
Friday October 14. Michael
come to The College of Woos-- !ter with a diverse background
including a year with John
Denver in the Chad Mitchell
Trio and a year in the Jacques
Brel show in Chicago. , His
Concerts emphasize his in-
credible talent on guitar, witfca
wide range of material reflect
ing his many influences.
Tickets. for the concert are
available at the door.
Admission, charge is $1.00 at
the door.
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
, NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES x
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
333 EAST UDERTY
234-234- 4
a popular Columbus-base- d.
jitne can handle all kindsof
mUSie from- - rhuthm an1- - - . -
...j.aa(B :aiij- -blues to jazz and disco sounds.
tire yiuup oegan in . isji,
when four college musicians
formed a band called ' theSoulful Sounds. By 1975, this
group had added four new "
members, became a "shnuu.
- band, and changed its name to
D.C. EXCHANGE. This year a --
, ninth member was added to
1.1 j)ivrur. .
The-- leader of thA" nr.
tAUMANGE is Deryl Cochran,
who plays trumpet, flugel horn
and handles some of the vocal
work. Other members include:
. fomo 11 .M.mKM.m I I a
and Alicia Jenkins; Jeff Sea-- i
bolt, all keyboards; William
Mehan, - lead guitar; - Steve
Weyl, drums; Jeff Owens,
bass miitar- - nnn . Raarl a ton .
saxaphone and flute; and
Glenn Jones, tenor and bari-
tone saxaphone. .
D.C. EXCHANGE has per
formed on the same bill as The
Ohio Players, Funkadelics, The
O'Jays, Bill Withers and many
other well-know- n recording
artists. The band has also
performed at numerous loca- -
uvi is ii ii uuynuui - iveniucKy,
West Virginia, Indiana and
Ohio. i v.r.rO V,.,r,r-- . .lUD.C. EXCHANGE is current--.
ly working on its' first single
recording, which , should be
released sometime this sum-
mer. It will be released on the
Don King & Lori Joy Produc-
tions label
D.C. EXCHANGE soecial- -
u&s in music made popular by "
. oievie wonaer, boz bcaggs.
The Brothers Johnson, K.C.
and the Sunshine Band,r
Commodores, the Bee Gees, -
Natalie Cole, and others.
Aerosmith
, (cont. from page 7) .
their fans in Cleveland. Actual-
ly it is evident that it is "No-
body's Fault"; and as soon as
they are 'Back In The "Sad-
dle", I'm sure that they will be
performing in Cleveland. Until
then fans'Dream On". -- .
i
170RLD-IVID- E
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU ;
1
1
(CPS)'-Coiorado- 's multi- -
million dollar beef industry and
a vegetarian society met head-o- n
over false advertising. - It
took months, but the vegetar-
ians ' "' --.7won. -- -.
The Vegetarian Society of- -
i i -- i i
uoiorauo ana ine uoiuraao .
.
Beef Board in a legal feud
over
"
a cartoon . since last
June-ha- ve finally settled their ;
dispute with the Beef Board
apparently admitting it was full .
of bull. -- ; .- -. '.'.-- : '
In question was a cartoon
that the Colorado Beef Board
ran on the comic page of the
Rocky Mountain News as part
rtf a national effnrt to nrnviria
"more educational information
for the consumer." '
A character in the cartoon
Unicef Cards
Unicef cards will be on sale
in Lowry Center the week of
October 24-2- 8. Members of
I.C.C. will be working with
Pocock Presents
Key to Old Main
"We shall support you with
our hearts, our minds, and our
labors," declared John ' Po-
cock; Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, as he transferred
the symbolic key to Old Main
to Wooster's ninth President
Dr. Henry Copeland.
Pocock extolled Wooster's
virtues as an institution, prais-
ing the College as "more' than
an educational machine."
"
'"Wooster -- is -- loved by
.many, no saiu. mi iuc
comes 1 from
.
the - continuing
presence of the College in our
.
lives it.. .encourages us to do
11 IG UCllCI tl III 19, IU 9CCI LI IB
opportunity to use our talents
in a beneficial manner."
. Pocock described as a"rich
gift" to the world the "hund-
reds of men and women who
have gone into the world
guided by the Wooster pres-
ence, ever to give of them- -
eakiac " '
DINO'S
DRIVE-THR- U
Pizza
; Beer-Win- e,
Champagne
11:00 to 11:00
phone: 262-044- 4
Right at the foot of BU.
"stated "hamburger is still a
bargain. It offers more enjoy-
ment and nutrition per dollar
than any other food." -
Paul Feroe, director of the
Colorado Vegetarian Society,
started the feud rolling when
he wrote a
.
letter :. to the
Colorado - Attorney General
and the Metropolitan District
Attorney's Consumer Office
.complaining that the ad was
false'.
.
: v.:
'
Feroe . printed out that :
.."Whether or not hamburger
offers more enjoyment per
dollar is debatable certainly
for millions of meat abstaining
Americans, ' enjoyment " does
riot consist in , eating the
seared flesh jof cattle.''
He then proved that the
Sold
members of " the A.A.U.W.
(American Association of Uni-
versity Women) of Wooster,
taking your orders.
.
- Your order will be' delivered
to your mail box before Winter
Break. .
."; Unicef is an important
organization within the United
Nations.... important because
the money it receives from the
sale of these beautiful cards
goes directly into the health,
education, and nutrition pro-
grams for the underpriviledged
children of the world.
Please- - come look :ati;our!
display of Christmas and
greeting cards and gift items in
Lowry-
- Each box of cards sold
can buy enough penicillin to
begin to cure 40 children with
a severe infection or can buy
172 tablets to control malaria,
a leading child killer.
If you have any questions
feel free .to contact Wendy
Beatty at Extension --426, or
Kathy Zink at 264-596- 7.
LJI" 1 1 " """
Une!3 Cd' ssylRs:
I. .Remember her with a
stained glass gift.
9 ComDlete vour outfit.
- I r
selection of jewelry.
Engrave in pewter for
personal touch.
jfe.i " Sweetest, .' J
' fL-- DayfifcJ-5?-5i-s October
WIW . V
"- -'-
-
- -
B
statement that hamburger of-
fers more, nutrition per dollar
was' not debatable. It was
false. A sample food chart in .
-- the US Dept. of Agriculture's
" Food and H ome N otes"
shows the cost of 20 grams of
protein ranked both dry beans
and peanut butter ahead of
hamburger in a nutrition per
doliar rating. . '
After an exchange of letters
, between the Denver DA's
office, the AG's office and the,
beef Board-t- he Beef Board
agreed to not run the advertis-
ing any longer.
The Board acknowledged
that when beef is compared to
other foods on a "strictly
. nutritional - basis',' that . there
are other foods that "meet or
perhaps exceed" those stand-
ards. The Board justified their
ad, however, by saying that
"when beef is coupled with
enjoyment beef is hard to
beat".
: Feroe contends otherwise.
'The untruthful promotion of
even higher (meat) comsump-tio- n
cannot be taken lightly.
This ad is a serious misrepre-
sentation of fact," he said.
October 14, 1977.WOOSTEB VOICE, Page 9
New Hunaarian Quartet
Cont from page 5
.instrument It was in those
passages that the musicians
were allowed to demonstrate
their expertise in both tech-
nical " dexterity " and Interpre-
tation. Though Britten's writ-
ing cannot always be classi-
fied as melodic, it does have a
lot of character and is enjoy-
able in its own right
The melodic portion of the
program was offered after the
intermission by, the perform-
ance of Brahms' .beautifully
romantic Quartet in C minor.
Op. 5f.- - No.1. The closing
movement of the quartet
wi th our
that
22
Now I
m
GENIUS...
it .
SOUP
V. 1 . - Mv.V Mvfl VvAptC
' rri i
3
- w- - it w
AN ' MPORrWr SOURCE OFNR6Y
TO A GENERAL ELECTRIC FACILITY TO POWER
IN --PLANT INPUSTRAL PROCESSES.
METHANOL, A FUEL WHICH IS EXPERIMENTALLY BEING
CREATEP FROM SOLP WASTE, CAN BE USEP AS
A BLEHP WITH GASOLHE TO POWER AUTOMOBILES.
T REPRESENTS A POTENT7AL ENERGY SOURCE
WHICH CAN REPUCE EMJSSOHS ANP FROVIPG
.. ATTRACTIVE MEANS OF RESOURCE RE-UTILIZAT- ON.
.
" i" i WWII
THE AMEPCAN SOCETY QF AtECHAHICAL EAISAIEERS.
proved to be most appropriate
for a finale. All of the instru-
ments working simultaneous-
ly, four-in-on- e, brought the
concert to a dramatic ending;:
The standing ovation they
received was well earned.
There is nothing to criticise
in the performance of The
New Hungarian String Quartet
except in the 12 hour delay of
mm
THY
X7 si
MUST BE SEEN
ASASOURCEOF
ACCUMULATING
URBAN ORE...
IF NOT PROPERLY
UTILIZEP ITS
PISPOSAL WILL
GROW INTO A
HERCULEAN TASK.
-
fFocny soup msTE s
VRFtfJG USE? BY U77LTY
COMPANES N A NUMBER
OF C77ES A3 A BOLER
FUEL TO PROVPC POWER.
TO HOMES ANP BUSINESSES.
JN SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS,
SOUP WASTE IS CONVERTEP
TO STEAM INHICH IS PIPEP
i
Applauded
starting, which was beyond
the musician's control. Their
program was well balanced,
having selections from the
Baroque, - contemporary and
Romantic periods. All culture
lovers of Wooster ought to be
honored that The New Hun-
garian String Quartet graced
our campus with their fine
Musicianship.
Imprint Your Christmas Cards
This Year!
Select your favorite design from our wide,
colorful collection of Hallmark Christmas
cards. Well imprint each card with your
name using your. choice of red, green or gold.
Also select from our many
Christmas card albums
, GIFT SHOPPE J JV 14f I. Lifty '
When vou care enough to send the very best
g) 1977 HMmf CnH, Inc.
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The Academic Procession at
...
- ;y
Alumni-Admissio- ns
by Cindi Meister
The Alumni-Admissio- ns Pro-
gram was created to set up a
network of alumni throughout
the U. S. which would aid our
admissions staff in their work
with prospective students.
The operational phase of the
plan began in the Fall of 1976
in Buffalo, Pittsburgh, and
Rochester, focusing on 23
high schools.
The purpose of the program
- is to increase the number of
applicants for admission to the
College and to assist admis-
sions in the process that turns
prospective students into en-
rolled Freshmen.
The primary focus of the
Alumni-Admissio- ns effort is to
. attract students with high
levels of academic potential. A
secondary focus is to increase
Peddle-On- !
Bicycles willfill Woosters
streets Sunday as the College- -
- sponsored Community Bike-A-Th- on
gets underway.
Proceeds from the event will
.
benefit the senior citizens div'n
sion of the Wooster Commun-
ity Center.
Each Bike-A-Th- on partici- -
- pant has signed a sponsor,
who will pay the rider a
specific 'amount (usually 10
cents or 25 cents). The route is
ten miles long( and may be
.ridden twice.
; "Ai you know you can get a
'
. sponsor," said Bike-A-Th- on
? organizer Jeff Pierce, "you
can sign up at the time of the
event"
After the Bike-A-Tho- n,
riders will collect donations
Cont on page 12
Friday's Inauguration.
the percentage of out of state
students. 'v ";'-- '
The central approach of the
program will be based on the
socio-politic- al dynamics of the
suburban school district
At the heart of this approach
is the selection of an alumnus
or alumna who is known and
respected in his or her com-
munity, preferably someone
with children who have been
or who are students in that
school system. ,
In order for this program to
meet the needs of the College
'and to create-positiv-e feelings
among the .involved alumni, it.
has been carefully planned,
adequately funded, and com-
pletely staffed.
The program will function in
four Phases. Phase I involves
alumni suggesting potential
students and also Admissions
suggesting prospects to the :
alumni representative. y
Phase II is the contact be--
tween the student and the
alumnus upon application for
admission.
Phase III is the further con--
The Peabag Jntutc
v -- t- - " 11 !' 'j?. '''7
Program
tact " after the prospect : has
been admitted to the College. '
Phase - IV comes into play
after the student decides to
enroll as a Freshman at Woos-
ter and is then welcomed by
the alumnus.
.
T
-
This year Philadelphia . and
Detroit were added to the
program. By Fall of .1978
Milwaukee, Chicago,
.
Indian-
apolis,
-
Baltimore, Washington,
Albany-Schenectady-Tro- y,
Lexington, Louisville, and
Knoxville will be included in
the effort
.
Wooster began the Alumni-- ;
Admissions Program in March:
of 1976. The idea as a concept
was first aired in the Fall of
1975, with a written plan
drawn up in December by
Frank Knorr, Director of Alum-
ni Relations, and Byron Morris,
Director of Admissions.-Sco- tt
Weingart now holds
the position of Alumni--Admissio- ns
Coordinator.'
In his report in September,
Scott states:
: Our success thus far has
been minimal, but the ground
Formed
work for an active Alumni- -
Admissions . network is being
- laid. Next year the number of
representatives; should be : in
--excess of 100. . .. v 7
Alumni, through day-to-d- ay
contact in their community,
can send admissions inform
mation it would not normally :
receive. We believe this infor- -
mation and personal contact
by alumni can help attract
good students to Wooster in
the future. We are doing fine
now. But it is no secret that
-- the number; of college-ag- e;
- students is decreasing even;
year. The Alumni-Admissio- ns
Program is one way in which
we are enhancing our recruit-
ing efforts to "make certain
classes are not just full, but full
of -- students with an honest
desire to. learn. -
;7 Scotf s sole mission - is to
assist Alumni Admissions
-- Representatives in their. re
cruiting efforts. The key to the
success of the program is the
support and assistance to
Alumni Admissions Represen-
tatives. 'v -
Fcir Schedules -- -37
-- Widelyartefy ;
continued Jrom page 1 ' ,
with many of. the events,
i ; information will be available on
J. ; lessons. '.-"- 7' 'v V-- ?;V'i
'
--
' Following the diving,-- at 2
1 p.m., novice and expert alike :
will be invited to enter Woos-- 1
ter's own campus-wid- e frisbee
c6nte'-?:".;tc-Vv-;.:- 7t '
' Competition wilt fall iritcrthe
three categories of - length,
accuracy, and original stunts.
' Prizes, will be awarded on the
basis of -- skill in these areas. "
Those interested are asked to
sign up at the Lowry front -
cdesk. - - f -- ;.r ,v'; .7- - .1Preceding the contest will be
a demonstration of cliff repell-
ing given by John Vahdenberg
and friends at 2:40. Various --
techniques involved as well as
types of equipment' used will
also "be explained. . --
fi At 3 p.m., a demonstration
on" archery, will be given by.
Robin Mc Donald and other
.
members of the P.E.C.. Fol-- --
. lowing the archery exhibition,
; there will be a presentation on
the . latest skateboard tech--
niques ' demonstrated ' by
C.O.W. students, hosted by
Dave GuerneyJ
.
; ;.
. At 3:45, Karin Tuve will lead a
demonstration on the tech---
niques of fencing. Immediately --prec- eding
.this : will be an-exhibiti- on
' by Bill Roe on
Karate: Scheduled at 4:30, the
president of The Hang-glidin-g
Club, John Wilier, will give a .
flight demonstration near the
practice' field. ; 0 1
Accompanying the demon-
stration will be films; and a
question and answer, period --
for all those interested. Infor
mation on lessons will also be
available at thaf time.
In addition to these demon-
strations, booths will be set up ,
on the Lowry Center Patio." ;
These booths will have infor-
mation on " Frost-lin- e equip-
ment and clothing kits, sailing,
skiing, biking, camping, hang-glidin- g,
sky-divin- g, and also on --
the Ground School for flight
training. Sign-u- p sheets for
clubs will also- - be at these
booths.; :; V" "V..:" ";;
All in all, the Fair promises to -
have something for just about'
everyone,' so take advantage
of this opportunity-pu- t down --
the books, and spend some
time finding out what the fair
has to offer. " . u . - . "
sec 100 use iwut ournxr the 6enerai. torai of ah mpur ( o. now an m awwiw use -- S Vv IJ. STAtEXCNT TO ESTABLISH 1 STATEMENT. LOWS LUCE-OW- i. - I I TH LO&tCAL UNIT S FO TMC O0 - f .. J f
' '
1
"
A rami s- -
7
- . ; By Michael Klare
-
-.-
- Pacific News Service
Michael Klare is a fellow of the
Institute for; Policy Studies--'
Transnational Institute of
Washington and author of
War Without End: American
Planning for the Next ; Viet-- ,
nams (Knopf). His articles
have appeared in the Wash-
ington Post, Progressive,
Nation and other publications. "
OCTOBER 6- ; - ;-- "'
Behind President Carter's
gloomy October 4 assessment'
to the UN of efforts to limit the
world's arsenal of arms lies the
failure of his administration to
curtail U.S. arms sales abroad.
"I am particularly concer-
ned' candidate Carter declared
last year." in the heat of his;
presidential campaign, "by our
nation's . role as ; the world's
leading arms salesman."- - De-
nouncing the - policies of the
Nixon Administration, headd-e- d,
"if I become president, f
will work...to increase the
emphasis on peace and reduce
the commerce in weapons." r
--Nine months into .the Carter
Administration, however. Pen-
tagon figures put foreign mili:
tary sales for fiscal. 1977 at $8.8
billion-w-ell above 4he 1376
levels. '''; i-'''- s;.. -,-r'-yf:-
Leslie Gelb, Director of the
State Department's Bureau of
Politico-Militar- y: Affairs, and
the man assigned to imple- - .
ment the arms, reduction, pol-Tcyrnascndrhrm- serf
fettered
by the legacy of old commit;
ments and policies often con-
tradictory to each, other-fro- m
previous --administrations, y ; -
- When Gelb first began his
' study of arms policy options
last winter, . Washington , ob-
servers predicted that the Ad-
ministration would impose a
permanent : ceiling ';; - of U.S.
exports at a level considerably
lower than the 1977 figure of
$10 billion. r
One authoritative report . in
April ' suggested Carter and
S e c re ta ry : of S ta te Cy ru s
Vance were " planning ' a - 25- -
- percent cut in sales. But as the
' Washington summer heat
. wore on, insiders began to
disclose achapging attitude.
'."Initially, the guidance was
all predicated oh finding ways
to scale' back on arms sales
' overseas," one official partick
- pating in the talks said recent-
ly. "The thesis was that arms
- sales are all wrong, but now
that has changed,:; and the
guidance : for preparing -- . the
options is fairly balanced. The
people In the White House
now realize there are valid
.reasons for selling arms." --
t -- That balance, analysts both
inside and outside the Admin- -
istration agree, has resulted '
from a combination of politi
- a II A Dth Coiiaga ni a n w r wtin Shopping Canter . A
3 X Phon: 262-884- 6
ej(25ffffffir RQVBQVJQdl
cal, military and economic
- concerns. " - - - --
3 Militarily, Washington finds
- itself obliged to continue arms
supplies to its regional allies- -
.' Iran, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia,
Brazil, among others-whi- ch,
"
: under i the : Nixon Doctrine,
. took over the job of defending
! U.S. interests in the troubled
Third World , :
Economically, arms sales are
- a major instrument for improve,
ing the U.S. balance of pay
ments position and for redu-
cing the costs America must
pay for, its weapons. Critics i-
Z add that such exports are also
' a major source of profit for
" U.S. arms firms and their
various subcontractors
.
who
depend on military orders.; '
: Before1970, most U.S. arms
sales went to Japan, Canada
- and Western Europe, but to-
day the bulk of purchases is by
Third .World nations. These J
r countries bought $230 million
in arms per year in the 1950s, --
bunow'buy an astonishing $6
?billiori ; worth a large chunk
v going to the poor, debt-ridde- n
? nations of. Latin America,
Africa and Southeast Asia.' .
These considerations, com-
bined witb-dire- ct lobbying by
the ""munitions corporations,
began to affect Administration :
1 decision-makin-g even before
Gelb had completed his policy
analysis, according to State
Department; officials- - f .
nbri April 26, Carter bowed to
stiff Air Force pressure and
approved the sale of five
super-sophisticat- ed AWACS
radar surveillance planes to the
"1Shah of Iran.
Court Decision Confuses
LNewark, Del. In light of
the recent Supreme Court
.decision which upheld the --
firing of a homosexual teacher,
some officials at the University
of H Delaware are . privately .
wondering what the outcome
of a similar case there earlier
this year might have been had
they v chosen to appeal it
treaties."
.
--
The President also exempted
from the cutback "transfers
which can clearly be classified
as services" and "commercial
sales which the U.S. govern-
ment monitors through the
issuance of export licenses." ;
Exemption of Foreign Military.
Sales contracts and commer-
cial sales would further limit
the promised controls to only
about 35 percent of all military
exports.
Said
.--
one
. longtime observer --
of Pentagon contracting, "Be-
cause commercial sales are
expected rise in coming years,
total military exports could
well rise above the fiscal 1977
level even if Carter's proposals
are vigorously enforced.",
(cont. on page 14)'
further.
The University of Delaware
theatre director was told his
contract would not be re-
newed because he publically-advocate- d
homosexuality as a
legitimate lifestyle. University
administrators contended he
was improperly using his posi-
tion to advocate his personal
making a nine-mon- th study on
the umbrella . as a symbol in
history and literature. Twenty-on- e
such grants awarded by
the National Endowment for
the Humanities are designed
to encourage young people to
undertake independent hu-
manities projects.
WANTED
Person 2-- 5 ;
Days or Nights
Umbrella Film Granted $10,000
' " Los ' Angeles, . Calif. A
UCLA student recently re-
ceived a $10,000 federal grant"
not for a rainy day but for an
.
umbrella. Kathy Levitt will use
the money to make a film
entitled "Umbrella:" Shelter
and Symbol." " .
5 Levitt, a theatre arts major is
WAITRESS
' Apply in
Part Time -.
Carter assured America's
. European allies that the NATO
powers would be exempted
from any new restrictions on
.
military sales and that Israel
--
.would be afforded "special
treatment" ""; .'
On May 19 Carter announced
a "set of controls,. applicable
to all transfers except those to
; countries with which we have
major defense treaties (NATO,
Japan, Austrialia and - New
Zealand)' and adding that he
would "remain faithful to our
treaty obligations" and "honor
our historic responsibilities... to
Israel."
During vthe last three years,
however, approximately , 35
percent of U.S. arms exports
have gone to these "exempt-
ed" countries and Israel.
Another 10 percent of the
arms sales have gone to those
'countries with which the U.S.
has" such "major- - defense
. See Mr. Maxwell ." ;
MAXWELL'S FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
' , ACROSS
1 Venetian
7 Responded
15 Ingenious
16 Fetch
17 Pestering
18 Pertaining to
debating
19 Played a part
20 Part of NC0
21 Eddie Cantor's wtfe
22 Aspects
24 Cleopatra's killer
25 Gulf of
26 Record of brain
activity
27 Lively dance
29 Tired
30 Elasticity . .
93 Depot abbr.)
36 Mrlter Bernard
37 Actor Knight
38 Hypothetical sub-
stance
40 Irritates
41 Move slowly
43 Playing marble
46 " - la Douce"
47 Extinct New Zealand
bird
49 Capital of Montana
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51 Signifying maiden --
name
52 Humor magazine
53 Enemies of clothing
54 Captain
57 U. S. railroad
58 Rare-ear- th elemti.v
59 Do a floor job
60 Ones who try
61 Occupation of
Herbert T. Glllls
DOWN
Skin Injury
Hackneyed expres-
sion
Indication of a
sale Hem (2 wds.)
Harvard vines
BasebaTl ha 11 --of-
famer.
Energy unit
Dog sound. In
comics ; '
8 Sign gases
9 Barber shop Item
10 Songbird
11 German number
12 Hospital physician
13 Trial material
14 Poured, as wine
Now Jersey
views.
.
' The director, Richard Aumil-le- r,
sued and a U.S. District
Court agreed he had been
improperly dismissed, award-
ing
.
him back pay and punitive
damages. --
The university has paid
just north of the campus on
Cleveland Rd. Offering Student
Every Modem Banking Servicel
Checking Accounts "
Savings Accounts
Safe Deposit Boxes
Travelers Checks
Three Drive-I- n Lanes.
Master-Charg-e
.
Visa
Any Financial Advice
SOON: 24-Ho- ur Day and Night
Lobby
Mon., Tues., Thurs., -9--2:30
Wed.&Sat9-12- .
Friday -9- -50 .
crossword
"23 Inn for travelers
24. Former French
province
25 Imitate
28. Lamprey and
electric
29 Actor Greenstreet,
for short
31 Old song, " a
Seesaw"
32 Box
33 Rain lightly
34 "Walden" author,
and family
35 Foods
36 Sports cars
39 Ending for pay
42 Garment torker
43 System of weights
and measures
44 Instruction from
Chief Jack LaLanne
45 Sun bather
47 Half of TV team
48 Aroma, British style
50 Game of chance
52 Indian servant
55 Suffix: geographical
- area
56 Hindu sacred words
57 South American
country (abbr. )
Sex Case
Aumiller, $22,000 and the uni-
versity president is to pay an
additional $5,000. Officials are
negotiating now to determine
if the university's insurance
will cover the $5,000 or if the
president will personally have
to pay it.
Portage at
and Faculty
.
Automatic Banking Machines.
Drive-i- n
"
.
v
.8:30-9:3-0
"
- 8:30-6:3- 0
fit TKU8T uunrni a
V. THE
2SS.' COMMERCIAL
Z l-.U-.i.U. DANKINuiaeejB)eeeaieeaeeeeee"w
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Woostieir-
by Mark Pierson
In 1967, Dr. Robert Smith of
the Religion department led an
archaeological expedition in .
Pella, Jordan. After one sea-
son
.
of excavation at the site,
the war between Israel and the
Arab countries broke out and
work has not resumed since.
The current C.O.W. admin-
istration is determining the .
feasibility of returning to Pella.
and resuming work, possibly in
1978. ' ,
Pella is situated near an
intersection of trade routes in
the Jordan valley and had
several periods of great pros-
perity. It reached its greatest
size in the Byzantine period, at
a time when many monaster-
ies were built and the adjoin-
ing slopes became populated.
In 635 A.D., Pella was
invaded by the Moslems, and
after that time it declined until
it was finally abandoned.
One of the major under-
takings of the expedition was .
the excavation of the West
Church. Five phases in the
history of the church were
determined and excavators
found "a sarcophogus under
the north apse.-The- y .
also stratigraphically
explored eight plots in the East
Cemetary, which yielded in-
formation about tombs and
some ancient uses of the
hillside. v
lini -Pelli
There is a great deal of
information which is still
buried under the main mound
and also' a possibility of an
older church lying under-
neath the Byzantine building.
Mr. Smith went to Jordan in
early July where he talked with
that nation's Department of
Antiquities. He may have to
return before the end of the
year, as plans are still in the
drafting stage.
,
If work does contine, Mr.
Smith hopes to take students
over to help with the excava-
tions from October 15 through
December 15 of 1978.
When C.O.W. students
participated in the program in
1967, they received course
credit, and they will receive
credit in Field .Archaeology if
Wooster again returns to the
site.
As the College now offers a
minor in Archaeology, partic-
ipation in the Pella progran
would be an excellent way to
fulfill requirements of the
minor. Also, one of the major
components of Mr, Smith's
Ancient Civilization I course
which will be offered winterQuarter is the archaeology of
.the Bible, which will in part
deal with the Pella excavation.
The work of the students in
Pella would be 'different than
what they might be doing in
other parts of the world. In
. w
141 HCsszt
264-915- 3
Quality Sandwiches
Ct Salads of
Proportion!
Revl
Jordan it is customary to hire ,
.
localworkmen to do the actual
.
digging, so C.O.W. students .
would be doing supervisory
activities, such as keeping the
site notebook and identifying
and labeling artifacts. '
Mr. Smith hopes to know
definitely about the excava-
tions in January, and the
public will be notified of any
future plans of the Wooster-in-Pell- a
program. -
Biko-A-Th- on Well
Cont from page 11
from their sponsors. -- The
donations are "likely- - to go
toward renovation of the
senior citizens' kitchen,"-accordin- g
to Pierde.
The Bike-A-Th- on route has
been "carefully planned ' and
evaluated" by College and city
officials to ensure maximum
safety.
JOB OPENINGS
There are still jobs available in FOOD SERVICE.
The LIBRARY is looking for several upper class students who
would be interested in working 8 p.m. till midnight.
The PERSONNEL OFFICE needs a student who would be
interested in time card processing, Tuesday afternoon andor
Wednesday morning.
The WOOSTER INN is looking for a waiter or waitress.
Several students are still needed to work with the GROUNDS
CREW on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday afternoons.'
There are also several OFF-CAMP-US jobs available.
For more information contact
Ext 234. -
f
4r The Speech Department is
T (presenting "Cyrano de Ber-JjIgera- c'V
by Edmond Rostand
rTfrom October 9th through .
October 22nd, "Cyrano" will
,os uirecieu uy -- iineiui jenei- - -
on. . ; ..' '.
Cvrano de Bergerac". is a
ove story, but the romance is
I an unusual nature. There is
love triangle involving
Cyrano (Prof. Richard Figge),
Roxanne (Elaine Fisher), and
Christian (Jonathon Harvey).
Roxanne becomes attracted --
to Christian because of his
good looks. Christian, while .
loving Toxanne, is unable to
express himself. Cyrano, who
is selfconscious about . being ..
ugly, solves' Christian's prob-- v
lem by writing his love letters
for him.
.
: '
Therefore, Toxanne had, at
her disposal. Christians good .
looks and Cyrano's great
mind. After a year- - of "separa- - ,,
-Organized
REACT, an emergency alert
group, will provide first aid and
emergency repairs tor riders
along the route. Refreshments
will be served, as well.
Anyone may pick up Bike-A-Th- on
applications at Lowry
Front desk. Riders should
meet in front of Lowry Center
Sunday at 2 P.M.
v::
the Campus Employment Office,
,--'
.
-
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Chese, Pepperoni. Sausage.
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions -
'Unbaked pizza to go :
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us: T .'
Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m.
Frt Sat-5p.m.-2a-- m. - -- ..Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tues.
tion and letters, Roxaane's
love for Christian reaches the
spiritual level. During a dan-- 1 ;
gerous visit to Christian, who j
is at war, Roxanne tells him --
that she would love him even if
he were ugly. . ;
- Christian then realizes that ;
.Roxanne is really in love with --
Cyrano and makes Cyrano,
: who admits he loves her, come
forth as her true love. :
- But just as the true lovers --
were to be united the realities'
of war prevail, f V-- - "
' One can relate to this show
because it presents true char-
acter by depicting an element
of goodness in man.
"."'After briefly talking to Assis-
tant Director Cyndi Raftus and ;
Richard Figge (Cyrano), it is
.
clear that this is a group effort.
Dr. Figge said that the rehear-sal-s
were a "natural, high."
, After viewing the actors
ability to convey their char-'-!
acters emotion, " a - "natural ;
high" is the only- - way to.
describe "Cyrano de Ber-
gerac".
Other leading performers --
include . Bruce Longworth
(Ragueneau), Dr. Ray McCall .;
(Montfleury), and Dan Tread--
well (De Guiche). Tickets are
.
on sale at the Freedlander Box ;
Office (Ext. 241). ;
Co-o- p Improved
by Andrea Foy - "
"'The Record co-o- p" appears,
to be the best deal around. It
offers variety, low prices, on
campus location, and with
each purchase, a chance to
win the album of your choice.
. The co-o- p is located in the
basement of Lowry, across .
from Mom's Truck Stop and is
open on Tuesday and Thurs-
day from 4.-0-0 until 7.O0:
This student run organiza-
tion features a range of re-
cords; the top twenty albums
in rock, classical, and jazz If
an album is Jiot in stock, they --
will order it upon request at no r
additional charge. The co-o- p j.
also sells people's used al-
bums. The seller sets the price
.
accordingly'-an- d the co-o- p
received 10. Although ; the 1
co-o- p does not carry tapes,
they are willing to order ' 8--;
tracks and casettes fora
- customer. .;
.
.'..
-
According to director BilL
Daywalt, the price of albums .
has increased over ; last year -
v because the cost from 'the
supplier went up. Albums-- .
r costing $6.98 from the supplier;
are sold at the co-o- p for $4.50:
those costing . $7.98 can be --
purchased for. $5.25. The
co-o- p sponsors a record give
away every two weeks. Every- - .
one who7 purchases an album -
is eligible to win the alburn of
his choice.
Grace's Wine
Shoppe .
248 W. North Street
'262-585- 6 ;
State ira s t Restf iv & I Retu rns
Babcock International
"7 House and the language and
cultural area --studies depart-
ments at The College of
Wooster are organizing a
Festival of Nations, to be held
on the last weekend of Octo--
" ber..
..
;
--
-
.
. The major events of the
Festival of Nations will be held
in Babcock International
: House and in Lowry Center on
Saturday, October 29, from
9:00 a.m. and extending to
midnight. r -
The day's events will include
an ecumenical service in Bab-
cock, an international bazaar
in Lowry Center all afternoon,
and will culminate in the
Oktoberfest celebration that
. evening. --
.
.
.
;
'
- The ecumenical service,'
organized by Dr. Pablo Valen-
cia of the Spanish and Italian --
Department at the College, will
be conducted in" four or five :
different languages. There will
be a continental brunch fol- -,
lowing the ceremony in Bab-
cock. .. r-- "
.
.
International displays
- Using Lowry Center facil- - --
ities (including the pit, rooms "
118 and 119, and the lower
promenade), displays made by .
Liberal Arts
- "Continued :
nelfi at - a nrkata . ineii itirtn
than at a Larno , tiniuorcitu
Emphasizing the importance
of new ideas in education,.
Kemeny claimed that "tomor-
row's traditions are today's
radical ideas" In addition,
Kemeny
T claimed that the
quality of education is higher
at a private liberal arts institu-tio- n
because of a more inti-
mate faculty and student rela-
tionship. . -
A private liberal arts college,
according to Kemeny, "guards,
the best intellects in the na-
tion." ; Upward mobility is
another support that Kemeny
cited for the existence of a
liberal arts college.
Preserve Freedom
Such institutions provide
scholarships to the underpriv-elege- d
student at a much
higher rate than do state
institutions. The preservation
of frfrfnm of thrtiMiht lfam
eny claimed, is the final reason
for the support of liberal arts.
Ah institution which is con-troll- ed
by state funds could
A U
groups and individuals in the
College and Wooster com-
munity will be exhibited visual-
ly depict - many
, nationalities
and cultural traditions.
Various international
ities will be performed; includ-
ing folk dances, playlets,
puppet shows, panel discus-
sions, slide presentations,
' musical .performances, and
craft demonstrations. J . .
With a marketplace atmos-
phere, vending of international
or personal crafts will . be
possible as well.
Later in the evening, the
Oktoberfest will be held in
Babcock." The torch proces-
sion will begin at Babcock at
8:30 p.m. With lifesize pup-
petsstudents in costumes,
torches, musical instruments
and singing, the campus pro-
cession will lead into a
marriage ceremony in Bab-
cock.
A mock wedding will begin
the OKTOBERFEST festivities,
an evening of waltzes, polkas,,
cider, beer, radishes,' pretzels,
and chips.
The Festival this year is a
continuation of a tradition as
well as a new endeavor. The
first Festival of Nations at
Defended
conceivebly surrender its claim
to free thinking.
John G. Kemens lecture
on the value of liberal arts are
presented for the Wooster
faculty, students, alumni and
board of trustees, a type of
reassurance of their position at
a small liberal arts institution.
Tips Rewarded
The Daily Universe
of Brigham . Young U. has
started a News Tip of the
Week Award. The best tipster
of the week is treated to a free
dinner in an area restaurant..
Denison's Dead
". The Rudee Vallee
Campus Mood Award went to --
Denison U., Granville, Ohio,
whose student life has been
compared to a "A dried flower
arrangement under bell glass,"
by Crawdaddy, the' irreverent
rock magazine. The award was
among the First Annual Craw-
daddy Tattered Tassel Awards
of "Ten Schools Not To Go .
ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle .
Akrdn's Most Experienced
' Clinic v
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
.
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
W. Market St, .
:Vat Collect 0 535-617- 8
C.O.W., staged two years ago,
was successful in uniting a
-- large and
.
diverse group of
people into an - international,
cultural activity of a festive
nature.
Call 343
It is hoped that anyone (or
any group) who is interested in
participation in the Festival
and has not yet been contact-
ed will conta'ct Dorothy
Knauer. Babcock International
House (director) at extension
343; or Diane Snider at exten-
sion 342.
-- Lowry Center Board is
sponsoring an International
Film Festival on the evenings
preceding the Festival of Na-
tions (October 25-28- ). With
the cooperation of Food Ser-
vice and residents of Babcock,
there will be a campus interna-
tional dinner in Lowry Center
and Kittredge on Thursday,
October 27.
Power Plant
By Susie Estill
Last year, the college was
told that the Herman Westing-hous- e
Memorial Power Plant
must be : improved to meet
Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency Standards. At that
time the plant had only a few
ineffective devices to control
the emission of soot To
meet these requirements and
make other . major-- repairs,
. approximately $360,003 dollars
is being spent This figure
includes installation of a part-
iculate control system, equip-
ment for and major repair of
the boiler, repair of a main
steam line, and the building of
a new roof above. the boiler.
Mr. Cerne -- the plant director
estimates that the job of repair
and installation is 9096 fin-
ished. The control system will
be hooked up within a month,
but this will require a half-day-pow-er
shutdown to accompl-
ish. Cerne says this will take
place, "When we can pick a
good day to tie it in." Once the
filter is operating, a testing
firm will be hired to check it's
efficiency, and the results will
be submitted to the state for
approval. Cerne explained that
the system is guaranteed and
"It (the test results) will he
WOOSTER FISH
& .
Dep Sea Foods
featuring...-lobst- er
catfish
shrimp
frog legs .
- turbot
Oysters
.-
-. scallops
BBQ ribs
V RESTAURANT
: and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
2628831 V
230 N. Buckeye
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Inauguration.
Projects and
much --better than what the
state really requires."
Presently there is no re-
quired standard on control of
sulfur dioxide, however legisla-
tion has proposed in this area.
Cerne warned that if omission
control standards are set for
sulfur dioxide, that another
extensive overhaul - will be
Committee
Three faculty members have
been elected to fill open
positions on three faculty
committees.
Ms. Joanne Frye of the
English department is a new
faculty representative for the
Educational Policy Committee.
The duties of this committee
include sharing responsibility
for the development and
implementation of educational
policies with members of the
administration, and approving
job descriptions and openings
on the faculty.
A faculty position on the
HOLD IT1
.
Need A Place To Stash Your Cash?
.
We feature:
Safe Deposit Boxes
Insured Savings . -
Any Savings Account Over $25 Pays Interest From Day In To Day
Out
Free Traveler's Checks With College I. D.
.
'' Check us out today!.
First
135E. Liberty
264-800- 1
Explained
necessity.
Mr. Cerne also assessed the
outlook of the upcoming win-
ter. Anticipating a probable
strike, he will be storing a
month's supply of coal in the
bin. This coal surplus will
always be on hand should a
strike occur and emergency
measures need be taken.
Chosen
..Teaching Staff and
.
Tenure
Committee has been assumed
by John Hondros of the
History department. The
committee's responsibilities
are the making of recommend-
ations to the President on new
appointments, promotions,
tenure decisions, and the eval-
uation of faculty member.
David Guldin, Sociology,
has been elected to a faculty
position on the Financial Ad-
visory Committee, whose
function is to advise the
President on financial matters
and to keep the faculty in-
formed on them.
Federal
1812 Cleveland Road
264-781- 2
IJ u
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Fill 'er up...with solar
Women's
Newly formed this year is the
Black Women's Organization,
whose purpose is to foster a
positive atmosphere for the
black woman at The College of
Wooster and to promote
greater racial understanding
between black women and the
community.
Although officially chartered
only two weeks ago, the
organization has already form-
ulated and carried out plans.
The executive board, com-
posed of Bertha Fountain,
Karen Kitt, Karen Holley, Ver--,
nice Davis, Cheryl Batts, Robin
Tyler, and Kathy - Broaddus,
participated in a. leadership
workshop.
Members took part in a
communication ' workshop
with Dwight Moore and are at
present constructing a home-
coming float A major goal of
the organization is to bring in a
black woman counselor to the
college either on a full or
part-tim- e basis.
That the needs of black
.
women at Wooster were not
being met by the college
community was the reason for
the formation of the Black
Women's Organization,
according to Bertha Fountain.'
Specific goals are as follows:
to encourage the growthof
' self-awarene- ss and self-respe- ct
between black men
energy.
Orgririizofion Ne
and women, develop a sense
of unity among black women
through common committ-
ment, work with -- the admis-
sions office in recruiting black
women; develop social pro
Carter Policy
Continued from page 11
Guidelines in the May -- 19
policy statement also banned
promotional activity by the
Department of Defense. Yet
scarcely -- a week later, the
Pentagon displayed its wares
.at the International Air Show
in Paris. The .show featureds
flight demonstrations by a full
roster of U.S. warplanes, and
Aviation Week's report on the
vshow said that "U.S.
" tech--v
nological domination across
almost the entire aerospace
spectrum has never been
stronger."
The sale of up to 60 McDo-
nnell-Douglas F-- 1 5 Eagle jet
fighters- -a plane far more
advanced than any now de-
ployed oh the Arabian
peninsulaseemed a further
softening of Carter's May
promise not to introduce new,
more highly sophisticated
weapons technology into any
region." -
Carter has ordered some
cuts in mjlitary aid to Argen-
tina, Ethiopia and Uruguay as
SHOWin.
Knesseih Israel Tempte
ANTIQUE
Sat, Oct. 2.9 6 pm
Son., Oct 30, 10 am
OARDC FISHER
. ROUTE 83 Soufh, Woosfer, Ohio
.
By Scott Christianson v
. Scott Christianson s a former
prison guard who now writes
for numerous publications on
criminal justice. "5r H " : T,
' SEPT. 26-- - ---
- With ' America's firsts legal
execution by lethal injection
scheduled to occur in Texas in
October, knowledgeable op-
ponents of the death penalty
fear .that growing acceptance
of the new "civilized" , killing
method - could ; plunge : the
country back into capital pun-
ishment on its largest scale in
decades." : .v - --'- .
B ills replacing electrocution
with drugs were introduced
grams that meet the needs of
black women, sensitize the
administration, faculty and
students to the needs of black
women, and improve com-
munication between adminis- -
Statement
a penalty for alleged human
rights abuses, but he" has
opposed cuts to other court--'
tries ' with - equal or worse
records on human rights in-
cluding South Korea, Indone-
sia and the Philippines on the
-- ground that national security
precludes any reduction of
'American aid. --
.
ThK!t anH - related events
Dollar For Thought
by Richard W. An;
.
Many an honored person
maintains his honor by many
dishonorable means. -
Youth is advantageous to
age- - only -- in that youth can
serve as an excusefor the lack "
of wisdom; whereas, age can,
not, with a sole exception
.
senility, for which insanity is'
the excuse. . ... ' '
Two kinds of people detest
ed by many: law-make- rs and
""Amiwl
SALE
o 10pm
to 10pm
AUDITORIUM
fy-- m forking
last' spring- - in several states.;
Gov David Boren of Oklahoma
signed the first such measure .
into " law on . May 10,: and a -- :
similar law was enacted the :
next day in neighboring Texas. .
: Another so-call- ed "needle bill"
was introduced, but not acted --
upon, in Florida a few weeks --
later. " - V "
- Lawyers for ; the . America n
"
' Civil Liberties Union and, the :
NAACP Lsgal Defense and
Education Fund say the" lethar
1 injection idea may well take
; hold in many more states this '
year. ." ... ' " '--
The, Oklahoma siatute pro-
vides for execution by a dual
injection - of : drugsone - to
tration and black women,
L. This organization is open to.
all black women and will offer
: a variety of programs through--;
out the year. . '; '.
including recent proposals for
weapons sales to Somalia, the
Sudan and Chad, have called
into question the significance
of Carter's whole arms sales
policy. The trade journal, Avia- -'
tion Week, has even declared
that.f'the impact.jpn, the U,S.
aerospace industry , will
- be
small.
law-violate- rs: the " first, for
making laws that are never to
be enforced; the latterr for not
respecting such laws.
Attorn pts Mado
to Halt Protests
(CPSj-L- ast Tuesday, in a.
move designed to cripple the
continuing protest at Kent
State University, trustees gave
president Brage Golding ; ab-
solute ; fiat over campus
activities. '. k-- -
He immediately- - banned a
conference scheduled by the
Revolutionary Students Br-
igade for October 22.
Golding also plans to limit
access to campus and to
restrict assemblies. He stress-
ed that, while access will not
be denied to "anyone who has
lawful business with the uni-
versity," it is "high time" that
the university returned to its
normal function. Of. academic
- instruction." . v ' 1
- An informal poll by the Kent
Stater, , the campus paper,
revealed that 36 . out of 40
people interviewed were a--
.. gainst Golding's new action".
:An editorial in the paper called
- for reason and moderation.
TYPING :
.
Don in my horn.
-
- 262-416- 2
"
render ' the ' prisoner uncort-- " ;
scious, the other to kilL The ; :
Texas law calls for criminal to
"be stuck with a lethal dose of
a n "ultra-short-acti- ng bar-- J
- biturate" when still conscious
Texas has 59 convicted. ;
"murderers at the" Ellis Unit near ;
' Huntsville, ranking Jt behind --
Florida (87), Ohio (71) and
Georgia . (60) in --;r death-ro- w . :
populations. Its convict-bui- lt " '
electric chair - has killed 361 --",'
men since it was first plugged
- in 53 years ago: But the last
. execution was ' carried out
'
nearly 18 years ago.
. Texas state Rep. Ben Grant
and state Sen. Bill Braecklin .
sponsored the latest deatiV :
measure. Grant calls the '-elec- tric
chair a "medieval; tor-,- :;
ture chamber' that "createsa --
'
sensational atmosphere that
makes heroes out of. crimin--.
als." He ascribes his interest In'r
lethal injection. to some testi--'
mony he "once heard on 'the
liquidation of unwanted pets.- - .
James Estelle, the Texas v
director of corrections and ,
--the ; official C responsible for "
executions actually being per-- --
formed-calls
"
the change "a
more civilized way of carrying '
out.our responsibilities." And .
prison chaplain Rev. - Clyde
Johnston says, "I hesitate to r
use the word pleasant, but it
would be just like someone
I going in, laying down and
going to sleep?' -- ' ' :
Opponents insist that ex- - :
ecution in any form is wrong.r
regardless of how painless it '
'
may a"ppear to legislators or ;
witnesses. :"
- John B.; Duncan, executive ;
director of the 'Texas Civil
Liberties Union, contends the i(
Texas legislature's appetite for L;
the issue Vmay well represent ;
more of a guilty conscience
about having to support capi- - T-t- ar
punishment for political
survival in Texas than any .
'-
-' underlying motive." : : -
"
.
; Duncan also criticizes the
state's medical establishment J
for maintaining a "lily-liver- ed
silence'n the matter, even
"though - it purports "to be a
medical procedure and medi-- .
cal personnel and techniques
doubtless will be employed in '.
' the execution. . ' " t ' V
' ' PupHc opinion, . which f xf
; recent;: years '. has gradually
'"swung back in favor of capital t
r punishment, could be pushed ".
Ceven higher by the assumption .
that drug: executions are
somehow more humane and
more healthful for society
than the finng squad, the rope. .
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Kcmosis Huskies Noxt
OJ
:" by Bill WoUe
.
;
i. ': It was nice while it lasted. -
The balloon finally popped last i
, .- - r w 1
laiuirv iviuu Luiuuimaa un
. needle. : ; :. .- - '
; - What is hfiinn referred to
t :A-t.- a. oc o . ii rci o a uib ova ujj&ci - ium
; Eiiffcreri hx Wnnctor laet Sat. -
urdav at Alliance.. The setback
" lot . tha - Conte .:ri!tK a 01'. IV I - WWWMiV TFILI r u w fl
record, which in itself ts stilly
? . r. - '
- impressive, otormy seas await
ine wCOts, nowever. as tomor-- -
- row they travel to New Con- - ;
www w .www ...ww-.- .. -- ww..-.
way you look at it, Wooster
will have their' hands full
.
x jiii yiuei iw pui u io event in:
its . proper perspective, tne ;
. Tacts must De preseniea. i ne
Muskies have won three out of
four games this year, 27 out of :
.40 ; with Wooster; (including
' fio tide) thrminK .ho uoare..WW rWWW, WWW,.. ; IW WWU.W,
- I a- - i r i --i j a
. KI9t 9COSUII. iviusiuiiyuiii o a
. good football team. . ..
. un. ves. oernans it snouia
- be noted that they have beat
en Wooster 21 straight times. :
- Defense is :the Muskies .'
strong suit Seven starters are
hark thic wear frnm tho ctinnv "
, ww. w...a. ,
defensive unit which blanked
the Scots in 1976. y r
Amonq these plavers who
' nlavpH Icev - mips last spaenn
against Wooster . are "tackles
Ray Peyton (6r3, 215) and Dan
Wesson (6-- 0, 225), middle r
UWI Vt Will. I WfcMI.WWWI W W WWjensive backs Tom Fasko and
Mike Haddox: In last year's
game between these teams,
Haddox returned an intercept
ed pass for a touchdown. :
The offensive line" of the ;
Muskies is experienced, with
four "seniors.: Reportedly,' the
backfield is weak, but don't
you believe it .
: Tomorrows contest should
or na out tne true cnaracter ot- -
the 1977 Fighting Scot football
.
" A ' 1tearrr. m gooq snowing wm .
uvc ina i KUvwici wan fJiay
with the "big boys". Consis--
Suv
tencv has been lackina thus
far; it simply must be there
- tomorrow if the Scots are to
,' WW W W 1 W - '
-
- . .-
-
Saturday's- - game was an
experience to be-- filed and forj
gotten. The Scots went into
the matchup as the favorites,
but things just weren't slated
to turn out that way. r -
Mite-- y Kim
-- ': by DavidJohns 'vVv."";.
Vivacious, enthusiastic, and .
energetic. These three words
describe Kim Fischer, Captain
of Wooster's successful vol-
leyball - team. " The ' Scotties
have boasted a winning record
every year since Kim joined the
team as a freshmarv irv 1974.
As the squad's brriy senior, .
Kim. drumsu up enthusiasm;
during close games and instills
confidence in her team mates. "
She also contributes to the
Scotties' winning formula
through her superb ballhand-lin- g,
deadly accurate set-up-s;
and consistent serving. Be-cau-se
of her small size (5-1- )-
i n;.sne lias .more ayimy ana
quickness than larger players.
She can gracefully, move from
one end of the court to the
other, then direct, the ball to
where she wants it
Kirn began-n- er volleyball
career as a sophomore in high
school, where she also partici-
pated in- - softbalt, basketball,
tennis, and track. She has
played
, guard on the varsity
basketball team since her
freshman year and calls that
her favorite sport "I like the
competition," says Kim. "Ifs a 1
real challenge." " '
.
:
She is ajso involved in WAA
and Athletes in Action, a'
Christian -- group. Majoring' in
biology, Kim wants to teach in
high school and coach basket- - '
ball She spends a lot of time
working at the agricultural
v -
Big, Wy
The field at Alliance on that ..
rainy ; day was not unlike a --
Midwest cattle stockyard.
Stricken by -- a steady : drizzle ':
and winds gusting up to 20
- mph, the Scots
,
committed
--
. numerous mistakes. r
- Wooster fumbled six times,
and registered only seven first
downs against 17 for Mount
The passing attack which.
Fischer Leads
center on : her independent
study, which is on protoplast
fusion.
'
; This year Kim has helped'
lead the Scotties to victories
over Muskingum, Ohio North-
ern,
"
and Mr. Vernon. Their first
loss came Saturday against
Woa is Woo; OWU Wins
.
by Nancy K. Reeves v
N In what turned out to be a
tougher, challenge than ex-
pected." the College of Woos-
ter women's swim team was
kept from a win by Ohio
Wesleyan University in a close
dual meet Saturday, 66-5- 6.
' Wooster placed first in five
events. K. C. Clark, Brenda
Luger, Lynda Jolly, and Cecily
Sprouse topped Ohio Wesle-
yan in the . 200-y- d. medley
relayophomore, K:-- C. Clark
came back to win the 50-y-d.
backstroke event ;
Also bringing in first places
: for Wooster were senior,
Cecily Sprouse in the 50-y- d.
freestyle event; senior, Marina
McGrew with high points in
diving; and sophomore,
Brenda Luger in the 100-y-d.
backstroke event '
Despite the disappointment,
Coach Nan Nichols was "not
displeased". Although no re-
cords' were set, she felt that
"times were good for the first
meet". -- The win for. Ohio
Wesleyan was credited to a
stronq qroup of freshman
Wendy Myers is just one reason the field Hockey squad has jumped to a 3--2 start this season.
The Scotties lost a 2-- V overtime decision to DenisorV Wed. Photo by Mark Snyder. ,
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Voir Footibaileirs
was so brilliant the week
before against Hiram floun-- .
dered, as only
. three out of
thirteen aerials were com-
pleted, for a meager 37 yards.
In all fairness, however, throw-
ing a football in wet weather is
a difficult task. Hopefully the
pass attack will rebound to-
morrow.
3--1 Scofties
Bowling Green, where the
game scores were 7-1- 5, 14-1- 6,
and 13-1- 5. Kim speaks optim-
istically about the rest, of the
season: "This is the first year
we've had a nucleus of exper-
ienced players. We should do
better this year in state."
The volleyballers have a
women who added more
depth to their team.
The Scotties will host Ken-
yon for their first home meet"
of the season tomorrow. The
Kenyorf team, has been stiff
competition in the past and are
looking stronger this year
according to Coach Nichols.
She knows that the Scotties
will "give them all they have"
and expects that their times
Will be lowered and "records
will fall" this Saturday! As
Scots Must Cut String
WOOSTER, OHIO --- Col
lege of Wooster head football
coach Tom Hollman sadly
watched his team's three-gam- e
win streak end last
Saturday, but he won't be
-- unhappy if another Scot string
ends this week.
Muskingum College has
won an incredible 21 straight
games from Wooster over the
past 30 years, but the Scots
hope the frustration will end
when the two clubs square off
Saturday at New Concord in
the Ohio Conference Red Divi-
sion opener for both.
The Scots enter the game
3--1 overall after a 35-- 8 loss to
Mount Union in Alliance last
Saturday. The Muskies, mean-
while, upped their record to
3--1 .. with a 37-2-8 win over
Ashland College. Musk-
ingum's only loss was to
--
Baldwin-Wallace, formerly,
ranked second nationally in
Division III.
Wooster ran into a keyed-u- p
Mount team in Alliance last
week. The Scots grabbed an
8--0 first-quart- er lead on fresh-
man fullback Rich Leone's
. BEALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Jut North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
: Dry Cleaning 8 -- 4:15
Oddly enough, Wooster
actually led 8--0 at the end of
the first quarter, on Rich
Leone's two-yar-d run and a
safety. The Mount Union
game is in the past, and lefs
keep it there. What matters is
this week's contest with
Muskingum. After 21 years,
things are due for a mighty
nice change.
heavy schedule next week,
beginning tomorrow against
Kenyon and; "Wright State.
Volleyball fans can see the
Scotties in action Monday
when they play Denison in the
P.E.C. and on Thursday, when
they battle Capital and Baldwin--
Wallace. '
senior, Marina McGrew re
marked, "We're used to win--
ning".
.
. This looks to be one of the
most exciting dual meets of
the season for the Scotties
and their audience. The first
event will begin at 11:00 a.m.
in the P.E.C. Their next meet
will be at home against anoth-
er strong rival, Denison, on
Wednesday, October 19, at.
730 p.m. Be sure to support
the Scotties for botfr of these
challenging meets. -
two-yar- d run and a safety, but
after that Wooster's deepest
offensive penetration was - to
Mount's 48-yar- d line.
Hollmari hopes he can field
a healthier team against Musk-
ingum than he could against'
Mount. Wooster faced the
Purple Raiders without the
team's top two running backs,
freshman tailback Ron Lingen-felt- er
and junior fullback Jim
Powers, both sidelined with
injuries.
Flair Travol
Consultants
346 E.BOWMAN ST.
WELCOME BACK!
For Your
Convenience
Just off the College
. Campus -- For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
and Needs
TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR
Morch7-21- . 1978
Course credit offered
SeeDr.Shutz
CALL
264-650- 5
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OSU Undefeated No Aloro
fiflounmm
by Dave Koppenhaver
The Fighting Scot soccer
squad found themselves the
victims of a little legerdemain
and were consequently, 1-- 0
Week's Sports Schedule:
(Prior to Newspaper 'Announcement)
Now Fri. 14th through
Sat. Oct. 22nd
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS THROUGHOUT
THE STORE! COME EARLY!
Men's Dept First Floor
Men's Jackets & Suburban Coats '
Regular 35.00 . 28.88
Regular 40.00 32.88
Regular 50.00 39.88
Regular 55.00 . . . 44.88
't Regular 65.00 52.88
Regular 70.00 . . 56.88
Selected Men's Leather Coats .
Anniversary Special Vioff
Men's Sleeveless, Pullover & Cardigan Sweaters
by Jantzen, Brian McNeil & Drummond
Regular 8.00 : . . 6.48
Regular 9.00 V . 7.28
Regular 10.00 , ... 8.28
Regular 13.00 10.48
Regular 15.00 12.28
Regular 22.00 : , . , . . ...... 17.88
Regular 30.00 ... : . . 24.88
Special Long Sleeve Turtle Neck Knits
Regularly $7. $4W
Men's 3 Piece Vested Co-ordina- te Suits
Regular 83.50 .'66.88
Regular 90.00 . . 72.88
--
'Regular 93.50 . , . . 74.88
Regular 100.00 : 78.88
Hocus
losers to powerful West Vir--
ginia University Sunday.
Official sleight of hand
accounted for two Scot goals
being erased almost as quickly
Football (3--1) vs. Muskingum Sat, Oct. 15, away.
Soccer (5-- 3) vs. Heidelberg Sat, Oct 15, home, 2 p.m. and
Baldwin-Walla- ce Tues., Oct. 18, home. 4 p.m.
Cross Country (3-- 2) vs. All-Ohi- o, Sat, Oct 15, at Ohio Wesleyan
and Heidelberg Wed.,-Oc- t 19, home, 4 p.m.
Field Hockey (3--2) vs. Ohio Wesleyan, Sat, Oct 15, away andOhio State, Monday, Oct 17, away.
Women's Swimming (1-- 1) vs. Kenyon, Sat, Oct 15, home; 11p.m. and Denison Wed.. Oct 19, home, 7:30 p.m. "
Women's Volleyball (3-- D vs. Kenyon and Wright State Sat,Oct 15, in Gambier and Denison Mon., Oct 17, home, 7p.m.
and Capital and Baldwin-Wallac- e, Thur., Oct 20, home, 7:30
Store Wide
59th Anniversary
Poem
as they were tabulated. --
After a scoreless first half
Wooster began to take it to
the Mountaineers early in the
second period. Roughly ten
minutes into the half they were
awarded a corner kick. Key
Akintunde. in his inimitable
way. broke free and headed
the ensuing cross in. v - -- y
Officials quickly nullified the
score, calling freshman for-
ward Chuck Allen for obstruct-
ing the keeper., Sounds plausi-
ble enough.
. Just three ' minutes later
however the call was a little
more dubious. Freshman Sam'
-- "-g for the first
S
time since the opener, drilled a
25-yard- er home. The officials
.stepped in again and claimed
an offsides on Allen. This was
.
clearly not the case and the
officials were told so. Not to
be deterred, they simply
-- changed the call to a foul.
Now you see it, now you ,
don't
The ' Mountaineers found
their scoring luck a little better
at 33:30. John Colombo,
caught up to an errant corner
kick almost 20 yards from the
goal. Flipping backwards, Pele
style, he kicked the shoulder-hig- h
ball back over his head,
off the underside of the post:
Underground Jean Shop
Unwashed Levi Jean Flares!!
SAVE NOW... $1280
Special Western Shirts. ..... . . . $7
Casual Flares Levi, Sedgefield & Lm
Regular 16.00 . . ....... .-- . . . . . . . 12.88
Regular 18.00 . . . . . . .14.88
Regular 20.00 . . 15.88
Straight & Flare Denims Levi, Sedgefield & Ltt
Regular 17.00 ......... ... ........ ... . .. 1358
Regular 19.00 ........ . ..... . . ....... '. 15.38
Regular 21.00 . . . . . . . 1 ..... . ... . . ... . . 16.88
I Regular 22.00 ...... : 17.88
Young Men's Casual Flares
Selected Styles.
30-4-2
Long Sleeve Casual Knit Shirts
Regular 7.00 ..... ;'. ..... . ... ..... . 5.88
Regular 8.00 6.88
Regular 9.00 .... ........... ....... 7.38
Regular 10.00 .... . . .". ....... ... ;8.38
Tube Sox Solid & Stripes 9-1- 4
Regularly $1" to T. . . . . , . . 2 pair $1"
Casual 3 piece Vested Suits ,
Regular 93.50. . V . ... ....... . 74.88
Regular 96.00 ................. . 76.88
Casual Sportcoats. . . ... $1028
116 E. Liberty St. Ph. 262-877-6
.
Wooster's only complete store for Men's
Big & Tall Men's and Boy's wear.
es
$7" I 4 i -
i?5
-- i..
and in. Officials let it stand.
Though the Scots could
have been the "victors, coach
'Nye was quick to give WVU
credit - ' , . .' . -.- ' .
'They outplayed us most of
the time," he said. 'They did a
good job passing and then
pressuring us when they lost
the ball. They simply out-hustl- ed
us." ;
Though the Wooster van
didn't run out of gas until the .
trip home the Scot offense
was empty long before that,
according to Nye. : '
"Our defense battled them
all over the field," the coach
noted, "and then our offense
-- gave the ball right back up. --
Sure we scored two goals but
there should be more
.
total
offense. We gave up too much
of the field. We played
counter-attac- k all game long."
- Nye did cite goalie Doug
Flanrielly and his nine saves,
and fullbacks Kevin Kolich and
Carl Rosengren for playing
exceptionally well. ;
After Wednesday's 1-- 0 --
victory over previously unde-
feated Ohio State, fourth in ,
the state polls, the 5-- 3 Scots
prepare now to enter Ohio
Conference play. They host
Heidelberg tomorrow at 2 p.m.
and Baldwin-Walla-ce Tuesday .
at 4 p.m. v "r
The good looks you get
from looking good. Start "...
With dex shoes in sizzling
styles. Now add leather. .
Rich, supple leather. --
Finish it all off on a
distinctive sole. Dex shoes.
Looking good.
' X " Snuffy
iV
Amstor Shoos
